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ABSTRACT

MODELING OF ELECTRONIC AND IONIC TRANSPORT
RESISTANCES WITHIN LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY CATHODES

David E. Stephenson
Department of Chemical Engineering
Masters of Science

In this work, a mathematical model is reported and validated, which describes the
performance of porous electrodes under low and high rates of discharge. This porous
battery model can be used to provide researchers a better physical understanding
relative to prior models of how cell morphology and materials aect performance due
to improved accounting of how eective resistance change with morphology and materials. The increased understanding of cell resistances will enable improved design
of cells for high-power applications, such as hybrid and plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles. It was found electronic and liquid-phase ionic transport resistances are strongly
coupled to particle conductivity, size, and distribution of particle sizes. The accuracy
of determining eective resistances was increased by accounting for how particle's
size, volume fraction, and electronic conductivity aect electronic resistances and by

more accurately determining how cell morphology inuences eective liquid-phase
transport resistances. These model additions are used to better understand the cause
for decreased utilization of active materials for relatively highly loaded lithium-ion
cathodes at high discharge rates. Lithium cobalt and ruthenium oxides were tested
and modeled individually and together in mixed-oxide cathodes to understand how
the superior material properties relative to each other can work together to reduce
cell resistances while maximizing energy storage.

It was found for lithium cobalt

oxide, a material with low electronic conductivity, its low rate (1C) performance is
dominated by local electronic resistances between particles.

At high rates (5C or

higher) diusional resistance in the liquid electrolyte had the greatest inuence on
cell performance. It was found in the mixed-oxide system that the performance of
lithium cobalt oxide was improved by decreasing its local electronic losses due to the
addition of lithium ruthenium oxide, a highly conductive active material, which improved the number of electron pathways to lithium cobalt oxide thereby decreasing
local electronic losses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background

After the commercialization of porous lithium-ion batteries in 1990 by Sony, lithiumion battery technology has improved to provide even greater energy, power, and cycle
life. Even greater progress must be made to provide the energy storage solutions for
the future.

This can be seen by the energy, power, and cycle life requirements for

hybrid and electric vehicles relative to current capabilities [1].
Porous battery models provide a tool to study and validate the proposed physics
behind battery charge and discharge performance. Battery developers are interested
in porous battery models because optimization of battery cells could be based on an
understanding of limiting physical processes. This could reduce the amount of empirical testing battery developers would have to do to improve batteries with respect
to manufacturing and material specications.
In spite of progress made, porous electrode models still have room for improvement.

Porous electrode models are complex, requiring many physical parameters.

Not all physical parameters are easily measured and the values of those which are
not measured must be adjusted empirically until the model ts experimental results.

1

Porous battery electrodes have ions and electrons reacting with active material particles throughout the cathode. The rate of these reactions and ultimately the performance of the batteries depends upon the resistances the reacting active material
particles experience. Kinetic, electronic, and ion transport resistances depend on a
reacting active material particle's position and the morphology within the cathode
and the speed of discharge or charge the cell experiences. Understanding of how cell
resistances change with morphology, thickness of cathodes, and material compositions is still developing. The result is that porous battery models based on current
electrochemical understanding of porous battery physics have less predictive ability
than what is needed.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of a porous battery with a lithium foil anode pressed
on a copper current collector, a porous cathode cast on an aluminum current collector,
and a separator allowing for lithium ion transport between the anode and cathode.
During discharge the lithium-foil anode is oxidized and the resulting lithium ions
move through the separator and reduce the active material particles in the cathode.
Electrons travel from the copper current collector on the anode to the aluminum current collector on the cathode during discharge. From the aluminum cathode current
collector the electrons move through the conductive ller or active material to active
material sites where the lithium ions are reacting with the active material. Cell losses
can be attributed to four major processes in a porous electrode: electron transfer in
the solid phase, species transport through the battery electrolyte, species diusion
inside the active materials, and the (de)intercalation reaction.
This work was inspired by the recent work done by Stux and Lyons [2]. In an eort
to decrease electrical resistances they fabricated cathodes with a mixture of lithium
cobalt oxide (Lix CoO2 for compositions of
(Lix RuO3 for compositions of

0 < x < 2).

0.5 < x < 1)

and lithium ruthenium oxide

Lix RuO3 has excellent electrical properties:

the conductivity of Lix RuO3 is 100 mS/cm [3] compared to 1.13 mS/cm for Lix CoO2

2

[4, 5]. Stux and Lyon's batteries showed signicant performance enhancement, 36%
in energy relative to a Lix CoO2 cathode, in a 58:42 w/w Lix CoO2 /Lix RuO3 blend at
2C discharge rates. Their results suggested that performance of cathodes at moderate
to high rates is aected by electronic connectivity between the current collector and
the active material.
Lix RuO3 cathodes have not been modeled by other groups. This is largely due
to the high cost of Lix RuO3 , precluding it for use in large scale batteries. Lix CoO2
cathodes, however, have been modeled by several groups using conventional modeling
approaches.
[6, 7].

White, Popov, and coworkers modeled capacity fade of Lix CoO2 cells

Fuller, Doyle, and Newman modeled relaxation phenomena (which models

the discharge and equilibration of cells after current is shut o ), including 2C rate
simulations of Sony phone cells with Lix CoO2 chemistry [8]. Fuller et al. acknowledge
that their high-rate simulations did not have exceptional agreement with experimental
results. Presented in this thesis is work that shows above 1C rates, with physically
reasonable parameters for Lix CoO2 cathodes, conventional porous electrolyte models
mispredict the shape of the discharge voltage curve for the half cell. This suggests
that more accurate accounting of the physical processes limiting high-rate electronic
behavior is needed.
A physical model is proposed in this thesis that more accurately predicts changes
in eective electronic and mass transport resistances with cell morphology and material composition. The proposed electronic and mass transport models were included
into a state-of-the-art porous battery model. Validation of the proposed resistances
within a cell is done by comparison of the extended porous battery model results to
experimental results from cells of dierent morphology and material compositions.
The next section introduces the rational and implementation of the proposed extensions to the porous battery model.

3
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electrode
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Current
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Lithium foil
Electrolyte
Figure 1.1: Schematic of porous battery cell.

1.2

Porous-Battery Modeling Approach

The model and the theory used in this work can be considered an extension of Newman
and co-worker's macro-homogeneous porous electrode model [911]. Newman's model
incorporates the governing transport and kinetic equations of porous battery cells into
an elegant and numerically manageable model. The model presented in this thesis
works from the platform of Newman's porous electrode model to incorporate proposed
local electronic and mass transport resistances.
Porous electrodes are composed of several materials such as carbon additives, active materials, and binder that have distributions of particle shapes and sizes.

In

Newman's porous electrode theory, the liquid phase and solid phase of a porous
electrode are approximated as superimposed continua. The superimposed continua
approach can be used to reduce a three-dimensional transport problem into a numerically manageable one-dimensional set of equations. Although this one-dimensional
model approach leads to a numerically manageable solution of the governing transport
equations, transport resistances are estimated as eective bulk resistances.

4

How transport resistances are averaged across the thickness of the cathode aects
the accuracy and predictive nature of the one-dimensional solution. In the past bulk
transport resistances were empirically adjusted until model results matched experimental curves. However, if the model has incomplete physics the empirical parameters
t from one cell will only allow the model to accurately model similar cells. In order to
create a predictive model intrinsic properties of cell materials and morphology must
be used as a basis for equations which predict bulk eective resistances. Also local
resistances that are not bulk in nature must be added to Newman's porous battery
model approach. In order to add local resistances multiple one-dimensional superimposed solid phases were added to the one-dimensional model to add proposed local
resistances (dealing primarily with electronic resistances) in a numerically manageable
way.
It is believed that these local electronic resistances are dependent on particle sizes
within a porous battery, the morphology of their packing, and the type of materials
used. As proposed, one way to model local interactions between dierent materials
and particles sizes is to divide the single solid phase into multiple superimposed solid
phases.

Darling and Newman [12] created a two-particle model with two superim-

posed solid phases. Their model did not include direct electron transfer between the
two solid phases and did not treat the conductive carbon as a discrete phase. Srinivasan and Newman also used a two-particle model [13].

By adding direct electron

transfer and a model that describes the resistances between dierent sized particles
on a volume basis, local eects on electronic resistances can be included into an
one-dimensional model.
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1.3

Scope of Work

This section describes four objectives of my work:

1. The porous battery model developed by Newman and coworkers was implemented into a commercial multiphysics package called COMSOL. By moving the
porous battery model from prior fortran codes into a commercial multiphysics
package, it allows for greater ease in adding physical extensions to Newman's
model.

2. Local electronic resistances were included into the porous battery model in the
form of an interparticle model, which provides the developed porous battery
model with greater predictive abilities.

3. A model was proposed to account for increased eective ion-transport resistances and their changes with respect to morphology.

4. The proposed local electronic resistance and higher eective ion-transport resistance model extensions were validated by comparison of model results with
experimental cell performance at dierent conditions.

The macroscopic framework of this work, namely porous battery theory, is presented
in Chapter 2. I also introduce the specic modications to the conventional porous
battery equations needed to allow for implementation by the commercial nite element
package COMSOL. The interparticle model is proposed and included into existing
porous battery theory.

In addition I show the experimentally determined particle

distributions and the methodology developed to pick model particle sizes.
In Chapter 3 experimental methods, materials, and procedures are recorded. It is
shown in Chapter 4 from comparing pure Lix CoO2 cells experimental versus model
results how the implemented interparticle model provides accurate predictions of electronic resistances with variations in morphology. Chapter 5 shows and explains pure
6

Lix RuO3 cells model and experimental results. Chapter 6 shows 65/35 mixed Lix CoO2
and Lix RuO3 cells experimental results versus model predictions. It is shown that
with improved modeling of electronic resistance the extended porous battery model
provides better agreement with experimental results than do conventional models.
In Chapters 4-6 it is also shown how mass transport of ions through the electrolyte
aects performance at high rates of discharge.
In Chapter 7 it is discussed how this work increases the predictive ability of porous
battery modeling. Also the signicance the proposed resistances have on cell performance are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Model Development

2.1

Porous-Battery Model

Background.

Porous-battery models use transport equations that account for the mul-

tiple phases (gas, liquid, solid) within the cathode. As mentioned before these transport equations have been modied using volume-averaging techniques [14] that result
in the porous medium being represented as a continuum. Such volume-averaging techniques have been used extensively to create one-dimensional models for heat, mass,
and electrochemical transfer in porous media [1424] in order to create a numerically
manageable set of equations.

For porous batteries, Newman and Tiedemann [22]

presented the general equations for porous electrodes based on a form of averaging,
and the derivation of their equations was presented by Dunning [23] and again by
Trainham [24].
Treating microscopic congurations by averaging across thickness in developing
one-dimensional transport equations reduces the accuracy of model predictions in
comparison to experimental cells with dierent materials and morphology. Although
current thickness averaging techniques are not as accurate in predicting performance
with respect to microstructure changes, they are simple to model and implement.
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Also, if a predictive model is not needed particular cells can be modeled with these
eective bulk resistances [25, 26]. In order to create a predictive model local resistances due to microscopic congurations need to be implemented into one-dimensional
porous battery models.
This work attempts to add microscopic conguration considerations into the onedimensional porous battery models outlined previously by Newman and coworkers
[911]. The derivation and background behind modications to prior techniques are
presented in this chapter. Modications of the equations for implementation into the
commercial nite-element package COMSOL Multiphysics are included in the model
equations presented. COMSOL Multiphysics allows for equations and boundary conditions presented in this chapter to be programmed directly.
The majority of the modications deal with the porous cathode, although the
same modications can be made for the anode. As mentioned before, in order to add
microscopic conguration considerations into a porous battery model it is necessary
to split the continuous solid phase into multiple continuous solid phases with each
phase corresponding to a dierent particle type or size. Eective spherical particle
sizes are picked that represent the complex distribution of particle shapes and sizes
observed in porous electrode materials. With the interparticle model it is possible to
separate the conductive ller from the active materials. Because scanning electron
microscope pictures of the carbon black showed it to be of very uniform shape and
size, the carbon was modeled with a single solid phase. Figure 2.1 illustrates multiple
phases and their ionic and electronic pathways included in the model. Dashed lines
represent the ion transport through the electrolyte and the kinetic pathways for each
active material.

Solid lines represent electronic pathways between active materials

and through solid phases. Particles 1 and 2 represent either dierent active materials
or the same active material with dierent particle sizes.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of model reaction and charge transfer pathways.

In summary, lithium ions diuse during discharge from the anode through the
electrolyte.

(By convention among battery workers the negative and positive elec-

trodes are referred to as the anode and cathode respectively.) Throughout the porous
cathode the cations react with the active material and electrons during discharge.
Electrons are transported by the multiple solid phases in the porous electrode and
the electrons may travel between these phases, subject to interphase resistances.

Model Geometry.

Adapting the porous battery model for use in commercial nite

element software requires a particular formulation of COMSOL's model geometry and
equations. This section outlines how the porous battery model with local electronic
resistances was implemented into the nite element package COMSOL Multiphysics.
In order to be able to use a single geometry and nite-element mesh for all possible
particle sizes and cell thicknesses, the governing equations are spatially dimensionless.
This means that a change in a thickness or radius enters into parameters only, with
the dimensionless geometry in COMSOL maintained as a constant. This step also
drastically reduces memory and CPU requirements for a multiple-particle model due
to having the same nite element mesh for each particle type. It is important to note,
however, that the length parameters are constant during a given simulation. That
11

is, the chemical changes to volume of particles during charge/discharge has not been
accounted for in the model; however, this is a very minor eect due to lithium atoms
adding very little volume.
All dependent variables can be handled with a 1D geometry except for solid concentration gradients in particles, which depends on radial position in each particle
type. In order to conveniently store values of solid concentration in COMSOL Multiphysics, two dierent geometries must be used. Figure 2.2 shows the computational
domains and dimensionless geometry that are used. The separator and porous cathode regions are modeled with a 1D geometry while the solid diusion is modeled with
a 2D geometry. In the 2D geometry solid-phase diusion is not allowed in the

x direc-

tion. The second dimension merely permits storage of concentration as a function of
particle radius as well as position in the cathode. The dependent variables of the 1D

(φl , cl , φi , ci )

porous cathode and 2D solid diusion geometry

are linked so that they

are solved for simultaneously. (In COMSOL Multiphysics this is termed extrusion
coupling variables.)
The dimensionless positions are
thickness of the separator region and
The subscript

l

x?s = xs /Ls
Lc

and

x?c = xc /Lc ,

denotes the liquid phase and

tials of the liquid phase and solid phases are

cl

i

particular solid phase and

ri

is the

denotes solid phases. The conductive

φl

and

φi ,

i = C.

The electric poten-

respectively. The electrolyte

and the lithium concentration in the solid phase is

sionless radii of the solid phases are

Ls

is the thickness of the porous cathode region.

carbon is treated as a separate solid phase, denoted by

concentration is

where

ri? = ri /ri0 ,

where

ri0

ci .

The dimen-

is the particle radius of a

is the actual position within the solid phase.

Charge transfer through the liquid phase.
equation for the separator region is
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For the electrolyte phase the governing

Separator

Porous Cathode Current

Anode

xs*= 0

Collector

φl , cl

xc*= 0
xs*= 1

φl , cl , φi

xc*= 1

Solid Diffusion

ri*= 1

ci

ri*= 0
Figure 2.2: Schematic of model geometry.

∂il
= 0,
∂x?s

where

il

(2.1)

is the supercial current density in the liquid phase. For the liquid phase in

the porous cathode region, the governing conservation equation is

X
∂il
=
L
Jil ,
c
∂x?c
i

(2.2)

where the left term expresses charge transfer of the liquid phase and the last term
on the right side expresses charge transfer from the liquid phase. The solid-liquid
interfacial area per unit volume for each particle phase
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i

is taken to be

ail =

where

ail

3εi
,
ri0

is the maximum specic area of spherical particles of radius

volume fraction of a particular solid phase is
phases is

(2.3)

Jil ,

εi .

ri0 .

The

The charge transfer between the

dened in Eq. 2.14.

Throughout this work a binary monovalent electrolyte, no convection, and concentrated solutions with a constant cation transference number

t0+

are assumed. Given

this, Ohm's law can be expressed in the separator region as




2κeff
1
s RT
eff ∂φl
0 ∂ ln (cl )
−κs
+
,
1 − t+
il =
Ls
∂x?s
F
∂x?s

(2.4)

and similarly in the cathode region as




2κeff
1
c RT
eff ∂φl
0 ∂ ln (cl )
−κc
+
,
1 − t+
il =
Lc
∂x?c
F
∂x?c
where

R

is the ideal gas constant,

T

is the temperature, and

F

(2.5)

is Faraday's

constant. The eective conductivities of the separator and porous cathode regions
are are

κeff
s

and

κeff
c ,

respectively. These depend on the liquid volume fraction and

morphology of the porous material as described in the modeling liquid phase
transport section. All potentials are made relative to the lithium metal electrode.
The boundary condition for the liquid phase at the anode surface is

il =

0.5
i0Li cl?



exp



αa,Li F
ηa
RT





αc,Li F
− exp −
ηa
at x?s = 0 ,
RT
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(2.6)

where the subscript

a

designates an anodic variable,

anodic and cathodic transfer coecients are

αa,Li

ηa = φa − φl

and

αc,Li

and

φ a = 0.

The

, respectively, which are

equal to 0.5. The exchange current density for lithium metal at the reference

0
concentration is iLi . Liquid salt concentration is

c?l = cl /cref
l

where

cref
l

is the

equilibrium salt concentration. The other boundary condition is

il = 0 at x?c = 1 .

(2.7)

Liquid-phase potential and supercial current are continuous at the
separator/cathode interface

(x?s = 1 and x?c = 0).

Diusion in the liquid electrolyte phase.

The species continuity equation for

lithium ions in the separator is

Ls εls

where

εls

∂Nl
∂cl
=− ? ,
∂t
∂xs

(2.8)

is the volume fraction of the liquid phase in the separator. The supercial

molar ux through the separator is

eff
il t0+
Dls
∂cl
Nl = −
+
,
Ls ∂x?s
F

where

eff
Dls

(2.9)

is the eective electrolyte diusion coecient in the separator. Similarly

the mass transport through the porous cathode is modeled using
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Lc εlc

where

εlc

1 − t+ X
∂Nl
∂cl
Jil ,
= − ? + Lc
∂t
∂xc
F
i

(2.10)

is the volume fraction of the liquid phase in the porous cathode. The

double-layer eects on concentration are assumed to be negligible (see [11] for full
double-layer equations). The supercial molar ux through the porous cathode is

Nl = −

Dlceff

il t0+
Dlceff ∂cl
+
.
Lc ∂x?c
F

(2.11)

is the eective electrolyte diusion coecient in the porous cathode. The

boundary conditions are

Nl =

il
at x?s = 0 ,
F

(2.12)

and

Nl = 0 at x?c = 1 .

(2.13)

Liquid-phase electrolyte concentration and supercial molar ux are continuous at
the separator/cathode interface

(x?s = 1 and x?c = 0).
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Liquid-solid charge transfer.

The charge-transfer rates between the liquid and

Jil ,

which is the local volumetric transfer current be-

solid phases are dened by
tween particles of type

i

and the liquid. This is dened by the Butler-Volmer kinetic

expression

Jil =

ail i0i

such that

c?i )αa,i

(1 −

Jil > 0

concentration is

(c?i )αc,i

(c?l )αa,i






αa,i F
αc,i F
exp
ηil − exp −
ηil
,
RT
RT

if current is owing from phase

c?i = c1i /cref
i ,

lithium in solid phase

i

with

c1i

i

to the liquid. The solid

being the surface concentration

at a particular

x?c

(2.14)

value, and

cref
i

(ri? = 1)

of

being the initial

concentration for lithium cobalt oxide (see Table 4.1). Each active material has an
exchange current density

i0i

i0i

at the corresponding reference concentration. Values of

can be unique to dierent particles if multiple active materials are used in the

porous mixture or if kinetics is dependent on particle size in the nano-size regime.
The anodic and cathodic transfer coecients are

αa,i

and

αc,i,

respectively, which

are equal to 0.5. Any faradaic reactions are neglected between the liquid and the
conductive carbon phase, so

Jil = 0

for

i

corresponding to the carbon phase in the

cathode. The overpotential for the intercalation reaction is

ηil = φi − φl − Ui (c?i ) ,

where the equilibrium potential or open-circuit potential

(2.15)

(Ui )

of solid phase

i

is

expressed as a function only of the dimensionless surface concentration.

Electron transfer through the solid phase s.
vation equation is
17

For the solid phases the charge conser-

∂ii
= −Lc
∂x?c

where

Jij

phase

i

Jij

j6=i

!

,

(2.16)

is the volumetric current transfer (as given in Eq. 2.32) from the solid

to other phases. Ohm's law for a particular solid phase is

ii = −

where

Jil +

X

σieff

σieff ∂φi
,
Lc ∂x?c

(2.17)

is the eective conductivity of phase i. In this work the solid

conductivities were corrected for the volume fraction and tortuosity using the
Bruggeman equation [27]

σieff = ε1.5
i σi .

The intrinsic conductivity of each solid-phase material is

(2.18)

σi .

The boundary

conditions for the solid phases are

iC = I at x?c = 1 ,

(2.19)

ii6=C = 0 at x?c = 1

(2.20)

ii = 0 at x?c = 0 ,

(2.21)
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where

I

is the xed current being passed through the cell and is positive during

discharge.

The boundary conditions at

x?c = 1 (Eqs. 2.19 and 2.21) make the assumption that

all charge is transferred only from the conductive carbon phase to the current collector, i.e.

iC

is the only nonzero current. In reality, some charge could be transferred

from the current collector to the active materials. However, when the boundary conditions were modied to allow current transfer from the current collector to the active
materials, the overall performance was only slightly inuenced. Adding more complex
boundary conditions increased model complexity and the computational time of the
simulation. The increase in model simulation time came from added numerical complexity near the current collector, where a very thin layer of active material reacted
slightly better (due to lower electronic resistances).

Diusion in solid phase.

Neglecting any migration eects, the governing equa-

tion for lithium diusion in the active material particles can be written in spherical
coordinates as

ri0

∂Ni 2Ni
∂ci
=− ? − ? ,
∂t
∂ri
ri

(2.22)

where the radial molar ux through the solid phase is

Ni = −

DLi,i ∂ci
.
ri0 ∂r ?

The concentration of lithium in solid phase
of lithium is

DLi,i .

i

is

ci ,

(2.23)

and the solid diusion coecient

If the respective phases represent dierent particle sizes of the

same active material, then all the

DLi,i

will have the same functionality and value.

The initial and boundary conditions are
19

ci = c0i at t = 0 ,

Ni = −

(2.24)

Jil
at r ? = 1 ,
ail F

(2.25)

Ni = 0 at r ? = 0 .

(2.26)

Although the solid-phase diusion is solved in a 2D geometry for convenience, the
uxes in the

2.2

x?c

direction are zero.

Interparticle Model

The equations in the previous section account for the lithium reactions at the surface
of the dierent particles, the diusion of lithium into each particle, transport of
lithium through the electrolyte solution, and ohmic losses through each solid phase.
As seen in Figure 2.1 there needs to an expression that accounts for electron transfer
between dierent solid phases.

The linear relationship describing charge transfer

between two particles, 1 and 2, is

J12 = ρcon
12

where

ρcon
12

φ1 − φ2
,
con
R12

is the number of contacts per volume and

(2.27)

con
R12

is the resistance per

contact. This section describes mathematical and physical approximations for
and

con
R12

ρcon
12

and modications to Eq. 2.27 for use in nding charge transfer between

dierent solid phases with dierent particle sizes.
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r2
r2
r2

r1

Figure 2.3: Packing of dierent sized particles.

Finding number of contacts per volume.

To approximate

ρcon
12 ,

a model was de-

veloped based on the well-studied mathematical problem of sphere packing, which
originated with Johannes Kepler in 1611 [28]. Figure 2.3 illustrates a case of smaller
particles (2) packing around a larger particle (1). The maximum number of contacts
between particles 1 and 2 is

max
N12

where

r 1 and r 2

Packing factor

f

4π (r1 + r2 )2
=f
,
πr22

are the radii of the central and surrounding spheres, respectively.
expresses how eciently surrounding spheres can populate the

surface of the central sphere. The packing factor is

√

π/ 12

(2.28)

in the limit of

r1 /r2 → ∞.

1/2

in the limit

r1 /r2 → 0

For intermediate particle-size ratios,

by those two extrema, taking a value around

0.75

f (r1 /r2 )

r1 /r2

can be obtained for certain discrete

for

r1 /r2 ≈ 1.

f

and

is bounded

An exact value of

values from geometrical analysis

[29], but the functionality is not simple nor monotonic. For simplicity in the model,
an average packing factor of

f¯ = 0.75

is used to describe the particle-size ratios that

are typically found within the materials studied.
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The actual number of contacts should be less then the maximum number of contacts. This is due to particles not being perfectly packed together. It was estimated
that the dierence should vary at least linearly with the volume fraction of the surrounding particles. The solution also needs to satisfy the constraint that if a species
is arbitrarily divided into two species (separately labeled but otherwise identical), the
results of the model will not change. From experiment results, it was found that the
actual number of contacts was not linear with respect to volume fractions. To correct
for this, a reference volume fraction

εref

was multiplied by the volume fraction of the

surrounding particles (in this case particle 2). With this added empirical correction
the ratio of the actual number of contacts to the maximum possible contacts is

con
N12
= ε2 ε0.5
ref ,
max
N12

where

ε2

(2.29)

is the volume fraction of the surrounding particles, and

εref

is the volume

fraction of conductive material, which in this case is carbon and lithium ruthenium
oxide. A reference volume was picked to be the conductive materials (i.e. carbon
and lithium ruthenium oxide) because conductive materials aect the electronic
connections more than the less conductive lithium cobalt oxide active material.

The volume associated with the central particle of Fig 2.3 is

ε1

V1 = 34 πr13 /ε1

where

is the volume fraction of the central particle. It follows that

ρcon
12

=

con
N12

V1

=

(r1 +

3

2

r2 ) ε1 ε2 ε0.5
ref 4f
4
3 2
πr1 r2
3
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=



1
r1

+

1
r2

2

πr1

¯
ε1 ε2 ε0.5
ref f

.

(2.30)

This form of

ρcon
12

based on particle 1 being surrounded by particles of type 2 is

asymmetric. In order to nd a symmetric solution in which it doesn't matter which
particle is one or two a harmonic average of the two solutions (12 and 21) is taken

1
ρcon
12

1
=
2



1
ρcon
12

+

1
ρcon
21



.

(2.31)

The harmonic average of two quantities weights the average toward the smaller of
the two, in this case the lower contact number density. Compared to using a
geometric or arithmetic average, a harmonic average best enabled the model to
reproduce experimental electrode behavior.

Model resistance equation.

For use in the model the nal form of the interparticle

resistance equation is

Jij = aij

where

00
Rij

φi − φj
,
00
Rij

(2.32)

is the interparticle resistance on a contact-area-free basis. To convert

Eq. 2.27 into Eq. 2.32, the area of contact between particles
specied. Assuming a circular contact area with radius

rcon

i

and

j

must be

the volumetric contact

area is

2
aij = πrcon
ρcon
ij ,


1
1
2
εi εj ε0.5
+
6frcon
ref
ri
rj
.
=
ri rj
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(2.33)

(2.34)

φj

φi

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the electronic path from particle

i

to particle

j

with the

spreading resistances for electrons shown by the arrows.

Interparticle contact resistance.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the ow of current between

two particles including the spreading of current near the region contact. The interparticle contact resistance is a function of the intrinsic conductivities of the two phases

(σi and σj )

and the intrinsic electronic interface resistance between the two phases.

If it is assumed that the radius of contact is much smaller than the respective radii
of the particles, then the spreading resistance can be approximated as

00
2
Rspread,i
= Rspread,i · πrcon
=

πrcon
.
4σi

(2.35)

Equation 2.35 was validated by comparing the spreading resistance calculated to the
spreading resistances backed out of a more accurate three-dimensional nite-element
calculation of a particle of active material reacting and it was found to be quite
accurate. The voltage, concentration, and current results from the
three-dimensional model of a particle of active material reacting and its code are
found in the appendixes D and E. Fig. 2.5 shows the results of the model
summarized into one gure. Adding the electron-transfer resistance between the two
particles, the full contact resistance equation becomes
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the voltage (V), concentration (shading), uxes of lithium
+
(Li ), and current (i) around a particle of active material reacting with only one
contact point.

00
00
00
00
Rij
= Rspread,i
+ Rspread,j
+ Rcon
,


1
πrcon 1
00
+
+ Rcon
,
=
4
σi σj

where

rcon

and

00
Rcon

(2.36)
(2.37)

are constants found from tting the model to the experimental

data and are taken to be independent of particle sizes and identities. It is likely that
both parameters are aected by the external pressure upon the cathode is placed
under, though this relationship is not explored here.
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In the context of the interparticle model, when Darling and Newman created a two
particle model [12] they essentially took

00
Rij
= ∞ as the electronic resistance between

their two particle sizes. This method was also used by Wiedner [30] to model mixed
oxide systems.

2.3

Particle Size Distribution

In order to reduce computational cost, relatively few particle sizes were used in the
model compared to the particle distribution found in porous cathodes. In order to
nd particle sizes and volume fractions that best represent the system, it is helpful
to have an experimental particle-size distribution. This was done by using a laserbased particle-size counter (Coulter LS100, Coulter Electronics Inc.) for the active
materials studied in this work with a measurement range of

0.4 µm − 800 µm.

Graphs

of the particle distributions of the active materials are shown in the chapters on each
material.
The process of choosing the model distributions for the Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3
was as follows. The particle-size distribution was divided into multiple intervals or
bins.

With model codes of greater than two particles it was found that dividing

the bins approximately equally according to volume fractions gave the best results.
It is necessary in order to model diusional, electronic, and kinetic resistances that
the discrete particle size used in the models to represent each bin was picked so as
to preserve the total surface area of particles represented by the experimental curve
covering the same interval.
In order to nd particle sizes that conserve both area and volume fractions the
experimentally obtained particle distribution was used. For this the mean radius must
be found in each bin

(R¯12 ).

From the coulter counter the particle volume distribution

as a function of R was found (ρ(R)). By denition
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ρ(R) =

4
dN(R)
dV
= πR3
,
dR
3
dR

(2.38)

where V is volume, R is radius of particles, N(R) is the particle number distribution
as a function of radius. By rearrangement

dN(R)
ρ(R)
= 4 3 ,.
dR
πR
3

(2.39)

The mean radius of each bin can be found by equating the area found from the
mean radius

(R̄12 )

and mean number particles

(N̄12 )

to the area found from

integrating all the particles areas:

4π R̄12 N̄12 =

ˆ

R2

4πR2

R1

dN(R)
dR .
dR

(2.40)

Given that the average number of particles is

N̄12 =

´ R2
R1

ρ(R)d R

4
π R̄312
3

,

(2.41)

one can combine Eqs 2.39,2.40, and 2.41 to obtain

3
R̄12

ˆ

R2

ρ(R)dR =
R1

ˆ

R2

R1
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3ρ(R)
dR .
R

(2.42)

After rearrangement the average particle size that conserves bin volume and area is

´ R2

R̄12 = ´R1
R2

ρ(R)dR

ρ(R)
dR
R1 R

.

(2.43)

where the volume fraction of each bin is

´ R1

Vfract12 = ´R∞2
0

ρ(R)d R
ρ(R)d R

,

(2.44)

Tables 4.3 and 5.3 have the values of the particle sizes and volume fractions used
to model the Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 particle distributions as found from Eqs 2.43 and 2.44.

2.4

Liquid-Phase Transport Limitations

Porous electrodes and separators are composed of a network of interconnected pores.
For a macrohomogeneous model like ours, the complexity of liquid electrolyte behavior
in the three-dimensional pore network is reduced to only a few eective parameters:

ail , κeff
l ,

and

Dleff .

It is common to use the Bruggeman relation to generate eective

transport parameters, as was done for the solid phases in Eq. 2.18. However, there
is evidence that the Bruggeman relation signicantly overpredicts ionic transport for
real porous battery separators [31] and electrodes [32].
The MacMullin number

NM

relates the eective electrolytic conductivity,

the intrinsic electrolytic conductivity,

κl

κeff
l ,

to

[31, 33] according to

κeff
l =

κl
.
NM
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(2.45)

MacMullin numbers have been determined experimentally for separators [31].
However, to the best of my knowledge experimental measurements for porous electrodes have not been made. As an alternative one can use the porous battery model
to determine empirically a MacMullin number for a specic cathode.
Abrahams suggested that the MacMullin number changes linearly with liquid
volume fraction [31]. However, a linear relationship doesn't account for dependence
of liquid-path tortuosity on volume fraction as does the Bruggeman relation.

The

Bruggeman relation is accurate for describing the conductivity of a continuous phase
mixed with a second phase of uniform-size spheres [33].

The Bruggeman relation

corresponds to a limiting case and possibly even a maximum achievable conductivity
against which a real porous material can be compared and the relation has been
used in many prior porous-battery models.
newly dened modied MacMullin number

For these reasons I propose to use a

NMM

that expresses a deviation from the

Bruggeman relations for conductivity and diusivity of the liquid phase:

NMM

and the volume fraction

εl

κeff
l =

κl ε1.5
l
,
NMM

(2.46)

Dleff =

Dl ε1.5
l
.
NMM

(2.47)

depend on the region (separator or cathode).

the intrinsic diusivity of the electrolyte. In the limit

NMM → 1

Dl

is

the formulation in

Eq. 2.46 accurately describes observed conductivity in a continuous phase mixed
with monodispersed spheres [33]. More experimental evidence is needed to
determine how

NM M

should vary with morphology and material compositions of the

porous network.
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It was found that dierent active materials have dierent modied MacMullin
numbers. This is due the active materials having dierent particle size distributions
and shapes.

To predict the eects of several active materials in the mixed oxide

cathodes a fractional average was taken

NMMmix = fCo NMMCo + fRu NMMRu ,

where fCo and fRu are the mass fractions of the two active materials; and

NMMCo ,

and

NMMRu

(2.48)

NMMmix,

are the modied MacMullin numbers for the mixed oxide,

Lix CoO2 , and Lix RuO3 cathodes, respectively. Eq. 2.48 yields almost the same
results regardless of whether mass fractions or volume fractions are used because the
densities of Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 similar.
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Chapter 3

Cell Fabrication and Testing

To determine model parameters and validate the model, experimental data were collected from cells fabricated in BYU's battery laboratory. This section outlines the
production procedures, which lead to cell performance that was reproducible and
matched published results [2, 8] at similar loadings and morphologies. Some of the
procedures outlined in this chapter were chosen because they enhanced performance
but the majority of the methodology is consistent with procedures by Stux and by
Striebel [2, 34]. A greater range of morphologies and loadings were tested in this work
than what has been previously reported in literature.
The test results provide a more complete picture of cell performance over a range of
morphologies and loadings than previously available. Lithium cobalt and ruthenium
oxides were used as active materials because a synergistic eect observed by Stux and
Lyons [2] reduces overall cell resistances. These two materials also have very dierent
electronic properties, which made dierent cells composed of only one active material
or a combination of the two have dierent limiting resistances.

The experimental

results of these materials were used to validate the interparticle model and modied
MacMullin number.
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3.1

Materials

Experimental cells consisted of a lithium-foil anode, a cathode with either one active
material or a mixture of Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 , and a porous separator between
the two.

Lithium-foil was chosen as the anode to emphasize and isolate cathode

performance. The cathode consisted of active material and acetylene carbon black
(Alfa Aesar) on a carbon-coated aluminum current collector. The anode consisted of
lithium-foil on copper. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC 1:1 w:w electrolyte
(LithDyne Elyte, LithChem International, Anaheim, CA). This sections outlines the
procedures used to create the experimental batteries.
Lix RuO3 was synthesized by mixing commercially available powders of RuO2 and
lithium carbonate (Li2 CO3 ) following previously described guidelines [35, 36].

Hy-

drous RuO2 was ground together with an equimolar amount of Li2 CO3 (Alfa Aesar),
pelletized, and sintered at 950

◦

C for 24 h.

The pellets were then pulverized us-

ing an agate mortar and pestle and sieved to 30

µm.

To conrm a consistent syn-

thetic process, each batch of Lix RuO3 was characterized by XRD. The XRD patterns
matched the XRD's in [35, 36] BYU's database for Lix RuO3 .

Commercially avail-

able Lix CoO2 (Alfa Aesar) was used. Micrographs of the materials and their particle
distributions were shown in the previous chapter see Figs (4.3-5.5)

3.2

Cathode Fabrication

A carbon-coated aluminum current collector was used for the cathode to improve
connectivity and performance [26]. The carbon coating consisted of a mixture of 70
wt% acetylene carbon black (CB) and 30 wt% polyvinylidene uoride (PVDF, 741
Kynar Corp.). To prepare the carbon coating, PVDF was initially dissolved in NMP
with mild heating. This PVDF-NMP solution contained 12 wt % PVDF and 88 wt %
NMP. Acetylene black was added to this solution and the resulting slurry was mixed
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with an ultrasonic homogenizer for at least ve minutes or longer until it was well
mixed. This slurry was spread on the aluminum foil rst by hand using a spatula
and then using a doctor blade (Byk-Gardner, U.S.A.) to set the height of the wet
coating. The doctor blade was initially set at 100

µm

and the slurry was spread on

the aluminum foil. The blade was swept twice across the slurry. The height of the
blade was then decreased to 50
blade height was set to 40

µm

µm

and passed across the slurry twice. Finally the

and drawn across the slurry twice. Multiple passes

of the doctor blade over the slurry were found to give a smoother uniform coating.

°

This carbon-coated aluminum current-collector was dried overnight at 125 C under
vacuum (15 in Hg). The nal dried thickness of the carbon layer was between 2-3
The second layer applied to the cathode was the active-material slurry.

µm.
The

slurry was fabricated by dissolving the PVDF binder in NMP with mild heating. The
cathode mixture was (on a dry-weight basis) 91 wt% active cathode material (either
just one active material or a mixture of Lix CoO2 or Lix RuO3 on a dry-weight basis),
6 wt% CB, and 3 wt% PVDF. This cathode mixture was then added to the PVDFNMP solution and the resulting slurry was stirred with an ultrasonic homogenizer for
10-15 minutes. The uniform mixing of the slurry was critical in eliminating clumping
which is one possible cause of non-uniform thickness of cathodes. Figure 3.1 shows
how the composite slurry was spread on a carbon-coated aluminum current-collector
gently by hand using a spatula.

Figure 3.2 shows how after spreading the slurry

completely over the current collector, a doctor blade (Byk-Gardner, U.S.A.) was used
to uniformly spread the slurry at a particular height. The doctor blade was initially
set at a greater height than the desired height and was drawn twice across the slurry.
The height of the blade was then reduced by increments of 50

µm

and the blade was

passed twice over the slurry at each height. The nal pass was made at the desired
height and then the current-collector with the uniform slurry was dried overnight

°

at 125 C under vacuum (15 in Hg). Figure 3.3 shows how individual cathodes were
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Figure 3.1: Cathode slurry spread over the current collector.

Doctor Blade

Pasted Spread

Uniform spread
Foil

Figure 3.2: Function of a doctor blade in spreading cathode slurry across current
collector.

A picture of the doctor blade is shown in the inset (Byk-Gardner, USA

[37]).

2
cut from the dried sheet of cathode using a 4-cm -area template (ag-shaped) and
the excess of the material was removed using a razor blade. The cathodes were cut
from the middle of the dried cathode sheet to ensure uniformity in thickness, loading
and porosity. It was observed that cathodes cut from the edge of the cathode sheet
yielded non-uniform thickness across the surface of the cathode. The portion of the
cathode closest to the edge had a lower thickness than the rest of the cathode. This
led to non-uniform calendering of the cathodes and a decrease in the performance of
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Cathode

Cathode
Templete

Figure 3.3: Individual cathodes are cut from the dried sheet of fabricated cathode
using a ag shape template. Excess material is removed from the leads of the cathode.

Figure 3.4: Calendering machine (PEPE tools, 189.00 [38]).

the cathodes. This was remedied by cutting out cathodes in the center of the sheet
and by better spreading of the slurry with the doctor blade.
The thickness of each cathode was measured at several places using a digital
micrometer (Chicago brand) and an average of these values was used as the correct
thickness of the cathode. The thickness measurement combined with the weight of
the dry cathode, average dry density of the solid mixture, and the supercial area of
the cathode (4

cm2 )

was used to calculate the initial porosity of the cathodes.

The cells were calendered to achieve desired porosity for testing.

Figure 3.4

shows the calendering machine in which the cathodes were individually compressed to
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achieve the desired porosity. The nal cathode thickness was calculated by a simple
formula:

thicknessf inal =

(1 − porosityinitial ) × thicknessinital
.
1 − porosityf inal

(3.1)

The nal thickness depends on the nal porosity desired. It was found that
cathodes with variations in the thickness greater than 10% led to uneven
calendering. Uneven calendering was due to the portions of the cathode with
greater thickness being calendered more than the rest of the cathode. Uneven
calendering led to `shiny' spots on the surface of the cathode. Unevenly spread
calendered cathodes did not perform as well as evenly spread cathodes of the same
type (thickness, loading, porosity, conductive additives). Cathodes with greater
than a 10% variation in thickness were not used.

The calendering process was done by passing a cathode through the rollers of the
calendering machine multiple times with incremental reduction in the calendering
machine's roller gap distance.

The rollers were initially set at a gap equal to the

uncalendered thickness of the cathode. After each pass of the cathode the cathode
thickness was measured and gap distance was reduced.
until the nal desired thickness was achieved.

This process was repeated

The nal porosity achieved by this

process varied by 5-10% from the desired porosity.
The theoretical capacity of each cathode was estimated by multiplying the weight
of active material in the cathode with the theoretical capacity per gram of the active
material.
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Copper must be oriented as shown
Copper

Figure 3.5: Lithium metal (gray) pressed onto the copper foil (black).

3.3

Cell Assembly

Following the fabrication of composite cathodes, batteries were assembled.

Each

cathode was transferred to an Ar-atmosphere glove box (moisture content and oxygen
content < 1 ppm, VAC, Hawthorne, CA), where it was assembled into a cell with
a Li-metal anode and three 25
2500, Celgard LLC,

µm

thick polypropylene separator layers (Celgard

Charlotte, NC).

Lithium metal anodes were constructed by cutting a piece of lithium metal ribbon
to cover the copper current collector (ag shape, area

∼4 cm2 ).

Lithium was pressed

onto copper by pressing the whole assembly as shown in Fig. 3.5 (lithium metal,
copper, propylene and iron weights) with propylene between the iron weights and the
lithium metal and copper in an eight-ton hydraulic jack (Prolift, B008NC). As the
lithium was compressed onto the copper it thinned and spread causing lithium to go
over the edges of the copper. This extra lithium was removed.
The cathode, separators, and anode were assembled as shown in Fig. 3.6. Three
separator layers were used to prevent shorting of the cell by dendrite formation on
the Li metal. The package (pouch) for these cells was prepared by cutting out a piece
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Cathode

Battery template

Separator Paper

Battery template

Copper w/lithium Face Down

Battery template

Figure 3.6: Cell assembly inside glove box.

Folded Side

Folded Side

Sealed Side
Sealed Side

Open Sides

Open Sides

Figure 3.7: Pouch for the cathode, separators and anode assembly.

of the metalized polymer lm (Class PPD Shield Pack, Inc., Los Angeles, CA). The
metalized polymer lms were sealed using heating sealing.
Figure 3.7 shows how the cathode, separators, and the anode assembly were placed
inside of the pouch and lled with 1 ml electrolyte. The electrolyte consisted of 1M
LiPF6 in a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) electrolyte (1:1 by weight) (LithDyne Elyte, LithChem International, Anaheim, CA) was
added to the pouch and sealed with an electric heat sealer (Impulse Sealer Tish 200,
Electronic Heating Equipment Co.) before removing from the glove box. The pouches
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were sealed with the same model sealer outside the glove box to get a additional sealing and prevent any loss of electrolyte from the pouch. Loss of electrolyte was the
primary cause of battery failure over a long time and the life span of the batteries was
increased by extra sealing. The aluminum and the copper current collectors had metal
tabs protruding from the sealed enclosures which connected to the battery tester.

3.4

Cell Testing

The charge and discharge capacities of the cathodes were normalized on the basis of
C-rates, which represent the current passing through the cell. A C-rate of
that the current passing through the cell is

x

xC implies

times the capacity `C' of the cell per

hour. For example, a rate of 5C implies that a current equal to ve times the cathode
capacity will pass through the cathode per hour. In other words, the nominal time
needed for charging or discharging a battery is the inverse of the C-rate.

C-rates

help in comparing performance of cathodes with dierent loadings because C-rates
scale with the loading of the cathode. In other words, although the absolute current
increases with loading, the average local current at surfaces of particles is the same
for cathodes of dierent loadings at equal C-rates.
To condition new batteries four cycles were performed by charging at a constant
C/2 rate until the cell reached 4.2 V followed by a taper charge at 4.2 V. Taper
charging is a technique in which the cell voltage is held constant while current is
varied to maintain voltage. The current passing through the battery drops with time
until it reaches a value equal in magnitude to the prescribed cut-o current limit
(C/50).

The trickle-charge technique is helpful while preventing damage to active

material by charging active material too quickly at the end of charging. At the end
of each cycle the cells were discharged at a C/2 rate until the cells hit a voltage of 2
V.
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After the conditioning cycles, cells were tested over a range of discharge rates:
C/20, C/5, 1C, 2C, 5C, 10C, and 20C based on the theoretical capacity of 135 mAh/g
of Lix CoO2 . Cells were charged between discharges at a C/2 rate as was done during
the break-in cycles.

During testing cells were placed under a constant pressure of

approximately 47 kPa. No attempt was made to control cell temperature independent
of laboratory temperature, which was within a few degrees of 25

◦

C.

As the cells were

thin and had relatively large surface area, it is expected that any temperature changes
due to internal heating were minimal. All cells were tested using a Maccor SERIES
4300 (16-channel) battery cycler controlled with a Maccor battery test software v2.5
(Maccor Inc., Tulsa, OK). The Maccor system was used to collect voltage vs. time
data.
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Chapter 4

Lithium Cobalt Oxide Cells

4.1

Introduction

Lix CoO2 is currently one of the most-used materials in rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. Since 1990 when the lithium-ion battery was commercialized by Sony using
Lix CoO2 as the active material, Lix CoO2 continues to be the active material of choice
for rechargeable lithium-ion batteries.

Its high energy density and stability make

Lix CoO2 currently a viable material for rechargeable batteries despite its toxicity and
high cost.
Lix CoO2 was chosen as one of the active materials to study for several reasons
including its commercial importance. Also, the low electronic conductivity properties
of Lix CoO2 are shared by most of the commercially important lithium-ion battery
materials, which means that the lessons learned from modeling Lix CoO2 can be used
to understand the electronic resistances of other materials of interest. Prior modeling
work either avoided modeling of high-rate discharging of Lix CoO2 or acknowledged
deciencies in the accuracy of high-rate model predictions [7, 8].

For the reasons

above Lix CoO2 was selected as a candidate for testing the interparticle model.
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Experimentally it was found that cells with Lix CoO2 chemistry have their performance vary signicantly with cell porosity. It was found that decreasing porosity by
15% to 20% increased cell performance at high rates by as much as 30%. Cells of

v70% and 50% porosity are shown in this work because cell performance substantially
changed over that range of porosities.
By accounting for electronic resistances with the interparticle model and more
accurate liquid-phase resistances, it was found that not only high-rate performance
could be modeled with reasonable parameters but also dierent morphologies. The
physics proposed in this work leads to a new understanding of how Lix CoO2 physical
properties limit performance. This chapter lays out in greater detail how prior model's
volume-averaging techniques limited their accuracy and how the interparticle model
gives porous battery models better results and predictive ability.

4.2

Experimental and Model Results

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show discharge results for the model and the experimental measurements, contrasting the performance of a low-porosity and a high-porosity cathode of
essentially the same loading. Porosity is simply the volume fraction of electrolyte
in the cathode,

εlc .

It was found that accurate modeling of these cathodes under

conditions of varying porosity and C-rate required both the interparticle and liquidphase mass-transport submodels as introduced in Chapter 2. Except as noted, all the
simulations here used the same set of material properties.
The C/20 curve for the model slightly overpredicts the capacity when compared
to the experiments. This shows that even at C/20 there is a small fraction of active
material in these particular cells that is less accessible than the model predicts, leading
to a capacity that is diminished slightly from the theoretical value.
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Figure 4.1:

Discharge performance of a low-porosity Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.43,
2
thickness 53.4 µm, loading 1.62 mAh/cm ) for model and experiment (exp).

In the model results of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 one observes multiple voltage plateaus.
The plateaus are artifacts that come from having a nite number of particle sizes,
combined with a very at open circuit potential.

The essence of the interparticle

contact model is that there is a distribution of resistances between particles of active material and the conductive carbon network. The interparticle model assigns a
specic resistance to each particle size where smaller particles have lower electronic
resistances. These small particles tend to discharge rst due to lower overpotentials
(nonequilibrium voltage changes); larger particles react later in the discharge cycle
due to larger overpotentials. With a nite number of particle sizes representing the
active material, voltage plateaus tend to form at the lower C-rates, where electronic resistances dominate. Adding additional intermediate particle sizes to the model would
further smooth the generated curves at the expense of additional computational and
programming costs.
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Figure 4.2: Discharge performance of a high-porosity Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.71,
2
thickness 86.4 µm, loading 1.52 mAh/cm ) for model and experiment (exp).

An important understanding that comes from this work is that it is not possible
to generate accurate high-rate discharge curves with physically meaningful model parameters unless the model includes a distribution of local electronic connectivity of
active-material to the conductive matrix. The distribution of local electronic resistances leads to a distribution of active-material utilization and time-increasing overpotentials. As seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the experimental discharge curves at rates
1C and greater have a more negative slope than the open-circuit curve of lithium
cobalt oxide. This indicates time-increasing overpotentials during discharge cycles.
Time-increasing overpotentials could only be obtained electronically in prior models
by lowering the eective bulk conductivity to extremely low and unphysical values
[13]. Extremely low bulk electronic conductivity causes material close to the current
collector to react earlier than material close to the separator. This in turn causes a
reaction front of reacted material to move across the electrode, leading to increas-
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ing ohmic resistances with discharge time. However, experimentally measured bulk
electronic conductivities are far higher (1000 to 10,000 times larger) then what is
required to cause a reaction front. With experimentally measured bulk conductivity
values, it was found that cell performance could be matched only with the interparticle and mass-transport models. The interparticle model and mass-transport models
also cause eective resistances to increase during the cell discharge cycle but are tied
to physical parameters and can predict cell performance of dierent cells.
In prior modeling eorts of full lithium-ion cells, the change in discharge slope
with rate was perhaps less noticeable due to the porous anode having an open-circuit
potential with signicant slope and due to the anode contributing additional resistances [8]. Use of a lithium-foil anode makes any inaccuracies in the cathode model
more obvious.

4.3

Model Parameters

The model parameters used were either gathered from literature or based on experimental measurements as described below. Table 4.1 contains these parameters.
The rst choice for nding model parameters found in Table 4.1 was the literature.
Two dierent methods were used to determine parameters, where the values were not
reported in literature. The rst method was by using experiments and the second
method was by varying parameters until experimental data was matched by the model
performance. In one case, an arbitrary reference state was selected.
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Table 4.1: Physical properties and Model parameters.
Parameter
Solid-phase diusion coecient for
Lix CoO2
Lix CoO2 exchange current density
Lithium-foil exchange current
density
Electrolytic diusion coecient
Lithium-ion transference number
Equilibrium salt concentration
Liquid conductivity
Initial solid concentration for
Lix CoO2
Initial stoichiometric coecient
Carbon black conductivity
Intrinsic Lix CoO2 conductivity
Interparticle contact resistance
Interparticle contact radius
Carbon-particle radius
Modied MacMullin number for
Lix CoO2 /carbon cathode

a

Symbol

DLiCo
i0Co
i0Li

Value

5 × 10−9
10

2
cm /s

mA/cm

0.13

Reference

2

c,[41]

2

mA/cm

Dl
t0+
cref
l
κl

3 × 10−6

[3941]

2
cm /s

0.363

a,[12]
[25]
[25]

3

0.001 mol/cm

[9]

7.5 mS/cm

[25]

cref
i

3
0.0252 mol/cm

b

xinit
σC
σLiCo
00
Rcon
rcon
rC

0.5

[6]

1000 mS/cm

[42, 43]

1.13 mS/cm

[4, 5]

0

c

−6

1.235×10
cm
−6
6×10
cm

a

18

c

NMMCo

c

Values determined experimentally independent of the model

b

Value arbitrarily picked as the reference state for the kinetics

c

Values determined by matching model predictions to experimental data

Three parameters were determined experimentally: the lithium-foil exchange current density, carbon-particle radius, and the particle distribution of the active material. The lithium-foil exchange current density was determined by AC impedance of
two lithium-foil electrodes separated by three separators. The characteristic carbonparticle radius was determined from SEM images of carbon black. Particle distributions were determined with a laser-based particle-size counter (Coulter LS100, Coulter
Electronics Inc.) that measured particles in a range of
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0.4 µm − 800 µm.

Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Experimental particle size distribution of Lix CoO2 with corresponding
distribution used in the model.

shows the experimentally obtained distributions of particle sizes for Lix CoO2 and the
particle sizes used in the models.
Adjustments were made to the Lix CoO2 's particle distribution based on SEM
images of Lix CoO2 as shown in Fig. 4.4. It can be seen that for Lix CoO2 a signicant
fraction of particles are at or below the lower detection limit of the particle counter
(0.4

µm).

Also the active material is not spherical in shape and has surface roughness.

This means that the particles may have smaller eective contact length scales and thus
better contact with the carbon than their overall particle-size suggests.

To correct

for this phenomena, a small volume fraction of smaller particle sizes were added to
the Lix CoO2 distribution which allowed for better modeling of initial ohmic losses.
Tables 4.3 has the values of the particle sizes and volume fractions used to model
Lix CoO2 's particle distributions as found from Eqs 2.43 and
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2.44.

Figure 4.4: SEM image of lithium cobalt oxide particles

Table 4.3: Lix CoO2 model particle sizes and mass fractions
Diameter of Particles (µm)

Mass Fraction of Active
Material

0.0292

0.1179

0.3154

0.1357

1.4102

0.1859

2.0148

0.2025

2.7549

0.1822

4.2865

0.1758

The initial solid concentration and reference concentration for the kinetics were
arbitrarily picked to be one half the theoretical maximum concentration of Lix CoO2
(x=0.5). The reference state was picked at half concentration (x=0.5) because this
is Lix CoO2 's concentration at a fully charged state before discharge.
The remaining parameters were found by matching the full model to experimental
data. Iteration of a three-step process was followed until the model results were in
agreement with experimental data. Parameters were determined from experimental
data across three dierent C-rates (the 1C, 2C, and 5C rates) and two dierent
porosities (71% and 43%). The rst step is to match the model at the initial start
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of a battery discharge when there are negligible concentration gradients. This means
that the initial voltage losses of porous batteries are associated primarily with kinetics
and electronic losses. The Lix CoO2 exchange current density was rst adjusted until
the initial voltage drop of the cell was accurately modeled over the range of C-rates
and porosities.

The second step was to adjust electronic losses by adjusting the

interparticle contact radius. The smaller the contact radius the greater the electronic
losses.

This was done to the model at 1C rates at dierent porosities, where ion

transport through the electrolyte were the lowest. The last step was to adjust the
modied MacMullin number until the 5C and 2C rates at dierent porosities were
more accurately modeled. These steps were repeated until the model's results best
t the initial losses, cell discharge slopes, and capacity losses over a range of C-rates
and porosities.
The open-circuit potential (OCP) curves for Lix CoO2 have been reported by several authors [6, 44]. The t of the OCP for state of charge between

0.5 > x > 1

(in

units of volts) based on the shape of the C/20 discharge of the Lix CoO2 cells is

2

3

UiCo = (6.533 − 3.997c?iCo + 2.014c?iCo − 0.3377c?iCo) [tanh(78.815 − 39.84c?iCo)] .

4.4

(4.1)

Electronic Resistances

Due to the observed dierences between cells with varying degrees of calendering, the
variation of local electronic connections with porosity was studied. One might suppose
that the cell dierences could be explained by changes in bulk (volume-averaged) electronic conductivity as a function of the volume fraction of active material and carbon.
As described above, the average resistance of dry electrodes prior to cell fabrication
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were measured. It was observed that bulk conductivity did vary somewhat with calendering, but this change was not sucient to explain observed dierences in cell
performance. For instance, the measured electronic resistances could only produce a
drop in cell voltage on the order of 0.08 V between low-porosity and high-porosity
cells at a 2C rate. As seen in Figs. 4.1

and

4.2, cell performance was decreased far

more than this between the low-porosity and high-porosity cells. These experiments
suggested that resistance in the carbon matrix itself does not limit performance. Included in the model are local electronic resistances between the less conductive active
material and the conductive carbon matrix; these resistances aect cell performance,
but are not directly measured in bulk-conductivity experiments.
The interparticle model allows for accurate modeling of low-rate (≈
performance.

1C) discharge

At low rates mass-transport resistances are negligible; cell-discharge

behavior is mostly controlled by kinetics and electronic resistances. To further examine this issue, the inherent exibility of the model was used to vary the resistances
in the simulated cell.

Fig. 4.5 compares results for the full interparticle model to

one in which the distribution of electronic resistances is eliminated, keeping all other
parameters constant.

In other words, the six dierent particle sizes were retained,

but each particle type has equal connectivity to the carbon network. This uniform
particle-to-carbon resistance is given by



where subscript

2C

00
RiC
aiC



= 0.17

uniform



00
R2C
a2C



,

(4.2)

full

indicates the value used in the full model between the

second-smallest particle and the carbon phase. The value of 0.17 in Eq. 4.2 was
chosen empirically so that the uniform-resistance model would match the initial
voltages of the measured discharge curves, in both the high-porosity (Fig. 4.5) and
low-porosity (Fig. 4.6) cases. In other words, resistances were adjusted to give the
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Figure 4.5: Simulated 1C-discharge performance of high-porosity cell, showing results
with full model parameters, with uniform interparticle electronic resistances, or with
modied MacMullin number of unity. All other model parameters are held constant.

uniform resistance model the best chance of succeeding. However, the
uniform-resistance model fails to match the discharge slopes. To do so requires the
full model in which the largest particles are less-well connected and not utilized
until near the end of discharge. Also shown in Fig. 4.5 is the relatively small eect
of increasing liquid-phase mass transport as shown in the

4.5

NM M = 1

curve.

Electrolyte Resistances

At higher C-rates there is signicant under-utilization of the active material. This
comes primarily from ion concentration being depleted in a layer next to the cathodic
current collector, leading to increased kinetic overpotentials. In other words, diusion
in the porous network is inadequate to supply required ions throughout the cathode.
Fig. 4.6 shows simulated discharge behavior at the 5C rate, with the same model
modications as made for Fig. 4.5. As seen, the combination of non-uniform electronic
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Figure 4.6: Simulated 5C-discharge performance of low-porosity cell, showing results
with full model parameters, with uniform interparticle electronic resistances, or with
modied MacMullin number of unity. All other model parameters are held constant.

resistance and increased liquid-phase resistance are both necessary in the full model
to generate an accurate discharge curve.
of the value

NM M = 18

In particular, use of

NM M = 1

instead

used in the full model results in the discharge curve being

signicantly overpredicted. On the other hand, referring back to Fig. 4.5, liquid-phase
resistance is a less signicant factor for 1C discharge of the high-porosity cell, as seen
by the corresponding discharge curve for

NM M = 1.

Taken another way, the model

suggests that if the morphology of the porous network could be modied so that the
Bruggeman relation were obeyed (NM M

= 1),

the capacity at 5C discharge could be

doubled.
Fig. 4.7 shows the predicted electrolyte concentration proles within the two examined cells at the end of a 5C discharge. Also shown are the results for the hypothetical
cell (also shown in Fig. 4.6) in which liquid-phase resistance is reduced to the level predicted by the Bruggeman relation. One immediately notices that a signicant portion
of the

NM M = 18

low-porosity cell is underutilized due to electrolyte concentration
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Figure 4.7:

Predicted electrolyte-concentration proles at end of 5C discharge for

low-porosity and high-porosity cells with the full model, and low-porosity cell with

NM M = 1.

Positions in the separator and cathode regions have been scaled (see

Fig. 2.2 for description of geometry).

being depleted. It has been suggested that this problem could be mitigated by using
a higher concentration of electrolyte.

However, one must be careful because upon

polarization the large concentrations next to the anode can lead to salt precipitation
and possibly undesirable side reactions [26].

4.6

Conclusions

From experiments and model results it was found that the low electric conductivity
of Lix CoO2 leads to its having signicant electronic losses. Coupled with electronic
losses are ionic transport losses, which further reduce high-rate performance. From a
modeling perspective this shows that local electronic connections cannot be ignored
for materials with low electronic conductivity.
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The interparticle model suggests that these local electronic connections (or in other
words particle connectivity) depend upon particle size. It is important to understand
that the interparticle model mathematically created a distribution of local electronic
connections based on Lix CoO2 particle distribution. However a distribution of local
electronic resistances may be inuenced by more than just particle size. For example
particle shape, the insulating inuence of binder, and amount of binder are just a
few of the other possible inuences on local electronic resistances. Further work can
be done to determine the inuence of other factors on local electronic resistances
and the interparticle model can be rened to give better predictions for dierent cell
morphologies and material compositions.
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Chapter 5

Lithium Ruthenium Oxide Cells

5.1

Introduction

Lix RuO3 has been investigated as a possible rechargeable lithium-ion battery material.
Although it has better electronic conductivity than Lix CoO2 , Lix RuO3 's high cost and
lower energy relative to Lix CoO2 has prohibited it from use in large-scale batteries.
Interesting research has been done with it for possible application in microbatteries,
where material costs are not as much of an issue [2].
Lix RuO3 was picked for study in this work because of its superior electrical properties relative to other battery active materials. By modeling and understanding cell
resistances, where electronic resistances have been minimized, it is easier to identify
and model correctly the remaining cell resistances. Of especial interest is the mass
transport in the electrolyte. The lessons learned about electrolyte resistances can be
transferred to other porous battery systems.
The model results indicate that ion transport and solid diusion limits performance for Lix RuO3 cathodes.

It is shown in this chapter that the elimination of

electronic resistances is due to Lix RuO3 's superior electrical properties relative to
Lix CoO2 .

Included in the chapter are model results with lowered mass transport
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and eliminated local electronic resistances to show the aects of these resistances on
Lix RuO3 performance.

5.2

Electronic Resistances

Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show discharge results for the model and the experimental measurements, contrasting the performance of a low-porosity and a high-porosity cathode of
similar loadings. Contrary to the Lix CoO2 cell behavior, experiments show porosity
eects on Lix RuO3 are minimal. A likely factor as to why porosity does not aect
performance as signicantly as it does for Lix CoO2 is the higher electronic conductivity of Lix RuO3 [3]. The high conductivity of Lix RuO3 leads the interparticle model to
predict that electronic resistances will be small because the spreading resistance term
depends upon the intrinsic conductivity of materials. The spreading resistance term
in Eq. 2.36 dominates as long as the contact resistance between particles is negligible.
With low electronic resistances the variation in model performance between dierent
porosities depends more on changes in eective ion transport in the electrolyte.
Lix RuO3 was modeled with six- and two-particle sizes.

The six-particle model

was used to determine parameters with more accuracy. The two-particle model was
programed with the same parameters as the six-particle model and was used in the
mixed-oxide model to lower computational and programming costs.

Because the

interparticle model's electronic resistances were minimal, the variation in performance
between the six- and two-particle models was due primarily to dierences in solid
diusion.

In contrast, local electronic resistances are essentially the same and the

overall active-material surface area is the same between the two models making kinetic
resistances similar between the two models.
The performance dierence between the six- and two-particle models is seen in
Fig. 5.1. With the same solid diusion coecient (which was measured by Dalard
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Figure 5.1: Discharge performance of low-porosity Lix RuO3 cell (porosity 0.52, thick2
ness 53.7 µm, loading 1.45 mAh/cm ) versus the six- and two-particle models.

[45]) the capacity of the models are dierent.

Because the six-particle model has

slightly better agreement in capacity to experiments this suggests a greater number of
modeled particle sizes gives a more accurate representation of diusional resistances.
At very high rates (5C) little improvement can be seen because ion diusion in the
electrolyte dominates resistances and at very low rates the models match due to all
resistances being negligible.
Model results for the six-particle model are shown in Figs. 5.2

and

5.3.

The

low local electronic resistances result in an absence of step-like voltage proles as
were seen in the Lix CoO2 model.

Model and experimental performance of Lix RuO3

cells does not vary as much with porosity as they do for the Lix CoO2 cells. The lack
of variation in performance with porosity of Lix RuO3 cells is another indicator that
electronic resistances are not as signicant for these cells.
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Figure 5.2: Discharge performance of low-porosity Lix RuO3 cell (porosity 0.52, thick2
ness 53.7 µm, loading 1.45 mAh/cm ) for six-particle model and experiment (exp).

5.3

Electrolyte Resistances

In modeling Lix RuO3 at very high rates a modied MacMullin number was needed
that is 1.6 times as large as what was used for Lix CoO2 .

Even with such a high

modied MacMullin number the model still struggled to reproduce the severe drop
in performance at the 5-C rate.

In looking at the SEM images and particle size

distribution of Lix RuO3 and Lix CoO2 , it can be observed that the variation in particle
size is greater for Lix RuO3 .
tortuosity.

Patel et al.

Greater variation in particle sizes may reect greater

commented on the fact the lowest amount of tortuosity is

observed with systems with one particle size [31, 33].

In monodispersed particle

systems the tortuosity is closely described by the Bruggeman relationship [33].

A

great disparity between the Bruggeman-relation predictions and actual liquid-phase
transport is indicated by the large value of the modied MacMullin number required.
If the Bruggeman relation is thought of as a best-case scenario as suggested by the
work done by Patel et al., the modied MacMullin number describes the deviation
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Figure 5.3: Discharge performance of high-porosity Lix RuO3 cell (porosity 0.63, thick86.4 µm, loading 1.65 mAh/cm2 ) for six-particle model and experiment (exp).

ness

from ideality. This deviation may be caused by nonspherical particle shapes, greater
disparity in particle sizes, and PVDF binder clogging up electrolyte pathways. Further
work needs to be done to better understand and predict how cell morphology changes
tortuosity. This work gives only a magnitude of the deviation from ideality seen in
two systems studied.

5.4

Model Parameters

The model parameters used in the Lix RuO3 were gathered similarly as described in
section 4.3 for the Lix CoO2 cathode model. Table 5.1 contains these parameters.
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Table 5.1: Physical properties and Model parameters.
Parameter
Solid-phase diusion coecient for
Lix RuO3

Symbol

Value

Reference

DLiRu

2 × 10−11 cm2 /s

c,[45]

i0Ru

Lix RuO3 exchange current density
Lithium-foil exchange current

i0Li

density

Dl
t0+
cref
l
κl

Electrolytic diusion coecient
Lithium-ion transference number
Equilibrium salt concentration

Interparticle contact resistance
Interparticle contact radius
Carbon-particle radius
Modied MacMullin number for
Lix RuO3 /carbon cathode

a

3 × 10−6

a,[12]

2
cm /s

[25]

0.363

[25]

3

7.5 mS/cm

[25]

cref
i

1.093×10−4 mol/cm3

b

xinit
σC
σLiRu
00
Rcon
rcon
rC

0.004

[6]

1000 mS/cm

[42, 43]

100 mS/cm

[3]

0

c

Lix RuO3

Intrinsic Lix RuO3 conductivity

2

mA/cm

c

[9]

Initial solid concentration for

Carbon black conductivity

0.13

mA/cm2

0.001 mol/cm

Liquid conductivity

Initial stoichiometric coecient

0.005

−6

1.235×10
cm
−6
6×10
cm

a

30

c

NMMRu

c

Values determined experimentally independent of the model

b

Value arbitrarily picked as the reference state for the kinetics

c

Values determined by matching model predictions to experimental data

Figure

??

shows the experimentally obtained distributions of particle sizes for

Lix RuO3 and the particle sizes used in the two-particle Lix RuO3 model.

Model

particle-size distributions and volume fractions for the six- and two-particle models were determined with Eqs 2.43

and

2.44. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 have the six- and

two-particle model particle sizes and mass fractions.
The open-circuit potential (OCP) curve for Lix RuO3 was approximated experimentally by C/20 discharges of experimental cells. The OCP t for state of charge
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Figure 5.4: Experimental particle-size distribution of Lix RuO3 with corresponding
distribution used in the model.

Figure 5.5: SEM image of lithium ruthenium oxide particles
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Table 5.3: Lix RuO3 two active material model particle sizes and mass fractions
Diameter of Particles (µm)

Mass Fraction of Active
Material

1.7

0.195

7.9

0.805

Table 5.4: Lix RuO3 six active material model particle sizes and mass fractions
Diameter of Particles (µm)

Mass Fraction of Active
Material

between

0>x>1

1.58

0.1179

3.83

0.1357

6.17

0.1859

8.93

0.2025

12.25

0.1822

18.57

0.1758

(in units of volts) based on the shape of the C/20 discharge of

Lix RuO3 cells is

6

5

4

UiRu = 1.125 × 10−13 c?iRu − 1.459 × 10−10 c?iRu + 5.981 × 10−8 c?iRu
3

2

−1.091 × 10−5 c?iRu + 9.524 × 10−4 c?iRu − 0.039c?iRu + 4.15 .

5.5

(5.1)

Conclusions

From experiments and model results it was found that the high electric conductivity of Lix RuO3 leads to its having low electronic losses. Ion transport through the
electrolyte limited cell performance by either increasing kinetic losses or stopping
ions from reaching a signicant portion of the active material. From a modeling perspective this allowed a more unfettered look at electrolyte limitations.

It is likely

that the greater distribution in particle sizes led Lix RuO3 laminates to have higher
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electrolyte limitations than Lix CoO2 laminates. Unfortunately with only two activematerial particle-size distributions to observe it is hard to quantify how morphology
and material shapes aect tortuosity.
However, some insight can be gained from this work into how tortuosity changes
with porosity. For Lix RuO3 , with its large particle distribution, porosity only had a
small eect on the performance of the cells. Using the approximation that tortuosity
changes with porosity raised to the 0.5 power as seen in the Bruggeman relation,
Lix RuO3 was modeled well over the two porosities studied here. How accurate this
approximation is over a greater range of porosities and particle-size distributions will
require further experimental and modeling work.
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Chapter 6

Mixed-Oxide Cells

6.1

Introduction

A goal of this work was to use parameters from the Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 models to
predict the resistances seen in the mixed-oxide system. To the degree that the mixedoxide model results agree with experiments, the interparticle model is validated. The
Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 mixed-oxide system is of interest because Lix RuO3 may serve
a dual purpose of enhancing electronic connections while adding additional energy
to battery cells by replacing inert carbon black. The decrease in eective electronic
resistances was found by Stux and Swider-Lyons to be most prevalent and measurable
in a porous mixed-oxide system with composition of 65 wt% Lix CoO2 and 35 wt%
Lix RuO3 [2]. For this reason, and to enable comparison, I chose the same composition
here for modeling and experimentation.
To lower the computational and programming costs for the mixed-oxide model,
the two-particle Lix RuO3 and four-particle Lix CoO2 models were used as the basis
for the mixed-oxide model. In other words, a six-particle code was developed with
appropriate parameters from the pure two- and four-particle model systems.
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Figure 6.1: A graphical explanation for performance of mixed oxide systems.

The

top graph shows C/20 discharge curves for both lithium cobalt oxide and lithium
ruthenium oxide. The bottom graph shows a C/20 discharge for a 50/50 wt% mix of
lithium cobalt oxide and lithium ruthenium oxide.

Before proceeding further it is important to explain how mixed-oxide systems
react. Whether or not a material reacts depends upon its potential relative to lithium,
which potential depends on the active material's state of charge. Two active materials
intimately mixed (but still chemically distinct) will be at the same potential for
slow discharges as shown by the horizontal dotted tie line in Fig. 6.1.

At higher

potentials Lix CoO2 has more available capacity, whereas at lower potentials Lix RuO3
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has more available capacity. Therefore the initial discharge of Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3
mixed oxide cells is primarily dominated by the discharge of Lix CoO2 and the end of
discharge by Lix RuO3 . This is shown in Fig. 6.1, where at 3.45 volts Lix CoO2 has been
95% discharged while Lix RuO3 has only been 10% discharged. Understanding how
the state of discharge for each material depends on voltage is important in interpreting
experimental mixed-oxide cell performance.
This chapter rst shows experimental evidence that suggests the degree to which
performance is controlled by electronic resistances. Then the mixed-oxide-model results are compared to experimental data and the model's predictive ability in relation
to electronic and electrolyte resistances is discussed.

6.2

Electronic Resistances

This section shows from experimental data the source of the decreases in electronic
resistances and the capability of the interparticle model to model these electronic
resistances.

Experimental Results.

From the material properties of Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 and

from model results it has been shown in Chapters 4 and 5 that local electronic resistance is a limiting factor in the performance of Lix CoO2 , but not in the performance
of Lix RuO3 due to its higher electronic conductivity. As mentioned above, Lix CoO2
largely reacts rst during discharge. It can be seen in Fig. 6.2 that the calendered performance of mixed-oxide cells is similar to Lix CoO2 and the majority of the benets
of adding Lix RuO3 come under porous conditions.
As shown in Chapter 4, the performance of Lix CoO2 at 70% porosity is particularly electronically limited.

Stux and Swider-Lyons studied only high porosity

uncalendered cells and observed the synergistic eects seen in Fig. 6.2 for porous
mixed-oxide cells.
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Figure 6.2:

Discharge performance of calendered and porous Lix CoO2 cells verses

calendered and porous 65% Lix CoO2 and 35% Lix RuO3 cells which show electronic
benets of Lix RuO3 on Lix CoO2 's performance.

The four cells shown are a calen2
dered Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.43, thickness 53 µm, loading 1.62 mAh/cm ), a porous
2
Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.67, thickness 86 µm, loading 1.52 mAh/cm ), a calendered
2
mixed-oxide cell (porosity 0.37, thickness 48.8 µm, loading 1.66 mAh/cm ), and a
2
porous mixed-oxide cell (porosity 0.66, thickness 82.7 µm, loading 1.52 mAh/cm ).
All the cells have the same fraction of carbon black (6%).

Pure Lix CoO2 cathodes can perform similarly to the mixed-oxide system by adding
extra carbon or by calendering Lix CoO2 cells. Fig. 6.3 shows at 1C rates both a porous
10% carbon Lix CoO2 cell and calendared 6% carbon Lix CoO2 cell perform similarly
to a calendered mixed-oxide cell with 6% carbon.

The electronic contributions of

Lix RuO3 to Lix CoO2 are best observed in comparing the initial part of the discharge
of the mixed-oxide cell in comparison with the pure Lix CoO2 cells at a 1C rate. If
the electronic resistance for Lix CoO2 is related to the number of contacts between
conductive particles and Lix CoO2 particles, then the synergistic eect could be related to Lix RuO3 particles or calendering adding more conductive connections to the
Lix CoO2 . This explanation is supported by Lix CoO2 cells with added carbon reacting
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Figure 6.3:

Experimental discharge performance of porous 65% Lix CoO2 , 35%
2
Lix RuO3 cell (porosity 0.66, thickness 82.7 µm, loading 1.52 mAh/cm ) with 6% carbon black, and a calendered pure Lix CoO2 cell with 10% carbon black (porosity 0.72,
2
thickness 112 µm, loading 1.55 mAh/cm ), and a calendered pure Lix CoO2 with 6%
2
carbon black (porosity 0.43, thickness 53.6 µm, loading 1.62 mAh/cm ).
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Figure 6.4:

Discharge performance and model results of porous Lix CoO2 cells at

similar porosities, thicknesses, and loadings but dierent amounts of carbon, 6%
3% carbon black Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.50, thickness 55 µm, loading
1.568 mAh/cm2 ), 6% carbon black Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.43, thickness 54 µm, load2
ing 1.62 mAh/cm ), and 10% carbon black Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.72, thickness
112 µm, loading 1.551 mAh/cm2 ). The two models are with the same parameters
and 10%.

with only carbon fraction varied to match the experimental carbon fractions.

with similar initial voltage losses as a mixed-oxide cell as shown in the 1C-discharge
curves in Fig. 6.3.
The model conrms the observation that adding more conductive materials to a
cell decreases electronic losses.

Fig. 6.4 shows how predictive model results match

experimental Lix CoO2 data for two dierent fractions of carbon. According to the
interparticle model, ohmic losses are mitigated by a larger number of interparticle connections for cells with more carbon. However, there is a theoretical maximum to the
number of connections for a given particle of active material, based on geometry considerations as discussed in Chapter 2, namely the

max
N12

in Eq. 2.28. Experimentally

it was found that cell performance plateaued as the amount of carbon was increased;
adding additional carbon at that point causes no further improvement. This indicates
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Figure 6.5:

Discharge performance of calendered Lix CoO2 cells at similar porosi-

ties, thicknesses, and loadings but dierent amounts of carbon.

3% carbon black

55 µm, loading 1.568 mAh/cm2 ), 6% carbon
2
black Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.43, thickness 54 µm, loading 1.62 mAh/cm ), and 12%
2
carbon black Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.52, thickness 65 µm, loading 1.484 mAh/cm ).
Lix CoO2 cell (porosity 0.50, thickness

that electronics is either no longer a dominating resistance or an eective maximum
number of connections has been reached.
In Figs. 6.5 and Fig 6.6 it is shown how cell performance increases with the addition
of conductive material until performance is no longer enhanced. At 12% carbon black
with a calendared Lix CoO2 cell, the voltages, and thus electronic losses are nearly
the same as for a cell with 6% carbon black. By calendering the mixed-oxide cells,
performance of the Lix CoO2 portion of the material during discharge matches the
12% carbon calendered cells as seen in the initial discharge of the calendered mixedoxide cell in Fig. 6.6. The results from Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show experimentally that an
eective maximum number of connections with Lix CoO2 is reached by adding carbon
or Lix RuO3 under calendered conditions.
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show that decreasing electronic resistances by adding a conductive
active material can add eective capacity to the battery. However, the actual energy
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Figure 6.6: Discharge performance of a calendered 65% Lix CoO2 , 35% Lix RuO3 cell
2
(porosity 0.37, thickness 48.8 µm, loading 1.66 mAh/cm ) with 6% carbon black, and
a calendered pure Lix CoO2 with 12% carbon black (porosity 0.59, thickness
2
loading 1.54 mAh/cm ).

81.4 µm,

benet to the mixed oxide system with large Lix RuO3 particles is a 5% decrease in
energy per gram of active material as compared to the 12% carbon Lix CoO2 cell as
seen in Fig. 6.6.
Because the maximum connections were achieved experimentally with 12% carbon
the need for 35% Lix RuO3 along with 6% carbon to maximize connections suggests
that Lix RuO3 connects worse with Lix CoO2 than the carbon black does. The limited
number of connections for Lix RuO3 is suggested by the interparticle model to be due
to the larger particle size of the Lix RuO3 relative to Lix CoO2 . If Lix RuO3 's particle
size was reduced it should have a large aect on electronic connections and my be
able to increase energy of cells by eliminating the need for carbon black.

Model Results.

The interparticle model struggled to predict accurately the elec-

tronic performance of mixed-oxide systems over a range of porosities. It was found
from comparing the model results of a 65/35 mixed-oxide cell in a purely predictive
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Figure 6.7: Discharge performance of low-porosity 65% Lix CoO2 , 35% Lix RuO3 cell
2
(porosity 0.37, thickness 48.8 µm, loading 1.66 mAh/cm ), and low-porosity model
results.

mode (using model parameters found from modeling pure cells), that the interparticle
resistances predicted are larger than what is observed experimentally for calendared
conditions. The initial ohmic losses predicted by the mixed-oxide model vary little
between dierent porosities unlike what is observed experimentally, where electronic
resistances decrease signicantly with calendering as seen in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8.
Although it was hoped that the same parameters that led to excellent agreement for carbon-cobalt and carbon-ruthenium interparticle resistances would apply
to cobalt-ruthenium resistances, it is seen from the predictive model results that this
is not the case.

In comparing experimental data to predictive mixed-oxide model

results, the high electronic resistances seen in the large overpotential of the model's
1C discharge rate relative to experimental results in Fig. 6.7 suggest that predicted
local interparticle resistances for cobalt-ruthenium are too large for the calendered
mixed-oxide cells. However, for the porous mixed-oxide cells as seen in Fig. 6.8 the
predicted model local electronic resistances are close to experimental resistances as
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Figure 6.8: Discharge performance of high-porosity 65% Lix CoO2 , 35% Lix RuO3 cell
2
(porosity 0.66, thickness 82.8 µm, loading 1.52 mAh/cm ), and porous model results.

seen by model and experimental results having similar overpotentials. This suggests
the predicted porosity dependence of cobalt-ruthenium connections is not accurate.
In order to bracket the solution by testing an extreme condition with the model,
the potential of the dierent particles was set to be the same, eectively eliminating
local electronic resistances.

As seen in Fig. 6.9 without local electronic resistances

the model results show initial ohmic losses to be equal to the initial ohmic losses in
experimental cells for MacMullin numbers of 1 and 12. These results show that local
electronic electronic resistances are essentially negligible for calendered mixed-oxide
cells.
As seen from comparing the results of the mixed-oxide model to experimental data
the predicted cobalt-ruthenium resistances were inaccurate. There are a few possible
causes for the discrepancies due to assumptions of the interparticle model.

These

include nonspherical particle shapes, nonuniform calendering, varying amounts of
binder changing contact resistances, and contact resistances being material dependent
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Figure 6.9:

Discharge performance calendered 65% Lix CoO2 , 35% Lix RuO3 cell
2
(porosity 0.37, thickness 48.8 µm, loading 1.66 mAh/cm ) with 6% carbon black and

uniform electronic potential models with modied MacMullin numbers of 12 and 1
respectively.

and signicant. These causes either change the number of interparticle connections or
the eective resistance of each connection. This suggests that further advancement in
the interparticle model will be of similar form to what has been proposed in Eq. 2.32
but with either empirical or theoretically derived changes to Eqs. 2.34 and 2.36 to
increase the interparticle model's accuracy. In this work because of uniform spreading and mixing of cathode slurry, the eects of nonuniform calendering and varying
amounts of binder were minimized leaving nonspherical particle shapes and the significance and possible material dependent nature of contact resistances to be the most
likely reasons for discrepancies.
Eq. 2.34 relies on the simplifying assumption that the materials are spherical in
shape. The nonspherical shapes of actual battery materials as seen in Figs. 4.4 and 5.5
suggests that the simplifying spherical shape assumption in Eq. 2.34 may be leading to
an inaccurate number of predicted connections, depending on particle deviations from
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sphericity. However, it should be noted where deviations from sphericity are minimal
the number of predicted particle connections is more likely to be accurate. Recall that
the pure-Lix CoO2 model works well with Eq. 2.34 combined with a small adjustment
to particle sizes and distribution to increase the number of connections. This suggests
that Eq. 2.34 works well for small spherical particles (carbon black) interacting with
larger nonspherical particles (Lix CoO2 ). Geometrically, at the extreme of a smaller
spherical particle connecting to a much larger particle, the actual shape of the large
particle does not inuence the number of connections much. However, for Lix RuO3 ,
due to the material's small electronic resistances the number of connections had little
inuence on model results.

This means the pure-Lix RuO3 model is not sensitive

enough to provide additional validation of Eq. 2.34 for the case of small spherical
particles interacting with larger nonspherical particles.
However, the nonspherical nature of both Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 likely led to
inaccurate predictions by Eq. 2.34 as to the number of contacts. In comparing model
results to experimental results it can be suggested that nonspherical shapes may have
greater interparticle contact area or number of connections than spherical shapes
after calendering. Calendering could be improving the area or number of connections
due to particles being mechanically aligned so that atter surfaces are interacting. A
change in the volumetric contact area due to mechanical alignment may explain why
Eq. 2.34 works well for the porous mixed-oxide cell but not for the calendered cell.
Besides the area or number of connections predicted by Eq. 2.34 being inaccurate,
the resistances between particles from Eq. 2.36 depend on an intrinsic contact resistance and the area of contact. Contact resistances between particles in this work were
set to be negligible in order to maximize the spreading resistance term in Eq. 2.36.
With only spreading resistances determining interparticle resistances, the local resistances of Lix RuO3 were decreased due to its higher conductivity in comparison
to Lix CoO2 , helping the synergy of Lix RuO3 in the mixed-oxide model. However, if
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the overall resistance was kept the same and the area of contact between particles
were changed to be greater then the contact resistance term would not be negligible.
Although contact resistance was not explored in this work the decrease in electronic
resistances by adding Lix RuO3 may be due to higher conductive materials having
lower contact resistances instead of lower spreading resistances.
In summary there are three physical parameters that determine interparticle contact in Eq. 2.32: contact area, number of contacts, and intrinsic contact resistance.
Due to the absence of experimental data on the resistance, number, and area of interparticle contacts, this work simplied the empirical demands of the project by
assuming negligible contact resistance.

Experimental data on interparticle contact

properties needs to be obtained to improve Eqs. 2.34 and 2.36 and thus the predictive
nature of the interparticle model.

6.3

Electrolyte Resistances

The magnitude of electrolyte resistances is best seen at high rates, but as noted before,
can be obscured by the amount of electronic resistances. Even though the interparticle
model did not predict the magnitude of electronic resistances well for the calendared
case, some understanding of the magnitude of the electrolyte resistances in the mixedoxide cells can be obtained from the mixed-oxide model with and without interparticle
resistances and experimental data.
The modied MacMullin number for the Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 models were different. For the mixed-oxide model, where performance was meant to be predicted,
this is a problem because the model requires one transport property. The solution I
propose is to approximate the inuence on ionic ion transport based on the amount of
the two materials and their modeled modied MacMullin numbers. Eq. 2.48 describes
how the dierent modied MacMullin numbers from the Lix CoO2 and Lix RuO3 mod-
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els were combined into the mixed-oxide model by taking a mass-weighted average. In
the case of a 65/35 mixed-oxide cell the resulting modied MacMullin number was
22.2.
With a modied MacMullin number of 22.2 the mixed-oxide model was run and in
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 the results are compared to experimental data. For the porous mixedoxide model (where the model's electronic resistances are nearly correct) it appears
from Fig. 6.8 that the mixed-oxide model underpredicts the degree of concentration
polarization at the 5C rate.

However, for the calendered mixed-oxide model it is

hard to tell if the concentration polarization is correct because as seen in Fig. 6.7
the model electronic resistances are too high at the 1C rate. Using the mixed-oxide
model, where the potential of dierent materials are equal (thereby eliminating local
electronic resistances) it can be seen in Fig. 6.9 that with a lower modied MacMullin
number the model is approaching the concentration polarization observed at the 2C
rate. The fact that a higher modied MacMullin is needed for the porous mixed-oxide
cells and a lower modied MacMullin number is needed for calendered mixed-oxide
cells suggests that Eqs. 2.46 and 2.48 do not describe adequately the tortuosity and
material dependence of a mixed-oxide system.
It must be noted here that the modied MacMullin number does not account for
factors that can complicate the tortuosity of an electrode such as the shapes and
the distribution of particle sizes.

Because of this it is possible when Lix RuO3 was

added the predicted tortuosity may no longer be accurately predicted by the term

ε1.5
l

as seen in Eqs. 2.46 and 2.47.

As noted before, it is likely that the transport

correction may require a higher power than 1.5 in Eqs. 2.46 and 2.47 depending on
the distributions and shapes of the particles in the cathode.

Further experimental

work needs to be done to determine actual tortuosity of the dierent cells, leading to
a form of Eqs. 2.46 and 2.48 that better accounts for compositional and morphological
eects on tortuosity.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

A porous electrode model was developed that appears to account for the principal
resistances in thick cathodes for two dierent active materials. The model accounts
explicitly for local electronic resistances and mass transport resistances, respectively,
using the interparticle and modied MacMullin submodels. The model reproduces
observed nonlinear and time-increasing overpotentials for cells containing one active
material discharged at moderate to high rates. While applying the interparticle and
modied MacMullin models to mixed-oxide systems, it was found that morphology,
materials, particle shapes, and size distribution have larger inuences on cell performance than can be represented by the proposed current model.
It was found experimentally and by using the porous battery model that electronic limitations dominate cell performance for low-conductivity active materials
such as Lix CoO2 .

The interparticle model suggests that local connections between

low-conductivity active materials and the conductive matrix is the cause of electronic limitations. It is well known that using smaller particle sizes can reduce soliddiusional resistances and increase surface area for faradaic reactions but the interparticle model suggests that smaller particle sizes may also improve connectivity with
the carbon network. In addition, steps such as adding a carbon coating to the active
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material may be necessary, such as has been done with lithium iron phosphate [13] to
improve local electronic connections. However, smaller particle sizes may cause undesired side reactions and carbon coatings of active materials may increase tortuosity
of the electrolyte phase.
As cell discharge rate is increased electrolyte resistances begin to dominate cell
performance. The concentration polarization of cells requires a large voltage drop to
maintain high discharge rates. The use of thin or lightly loaded cells for high-power
applications is a strategy that can overcome these liquid-phase transport limitations.
However, this can lead to increased unit cost, decreased energy density, and even
decreased power density, due to the increased mass burden of inert components in
the cell. These are important considerations in cells intended for vehicle use, where
cost and density are important factors.
paper were purposely thick

(≈ 70 µm)

Therefore the cathodes examined in this

or relatively highly loaded

(≈ 1.6 mAh/cm2 )

in order to better learn how to optimize such cells.
Except for cell operation at extremely low temperatures, it has not generally been
appreciated that liquid-phase diusion could be limiting factor in the performance of
high-rate lithium-ion cells. The high modied MacMullin numbers in this work suggests that optimization of cells for high power may require greater values of porosity
and, better yet, improvement in the morphology of the porous network or physical
properties of the electrolyte.

Research leading to lower-tortuosity porous networks

should result in signicant increases in high-rate performance of thick electrodes.
However, possible microchannel and SEI layer diusional resistances were not modeled separately.

The microchannel and SEI layer resistances were lumped into the

modied MacMullin number which if they are signicant would make the regressed
modied MacMullin number of the electrolyte higher than the actual modied MacMullin number in cells.
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Improvements in the model's accuracy requires creating models that predict eective model resistances based on cell loadings, compositions, and morphology. These
eective resistances (i.e., electronic, solid diusion, and kinetic resistances) are not
related exclusively to cell thickness but as shown in this work depend upon local cell
properties. By including into the current porous battery models the ability to model
local resistances, the predictive nature of porous battery modeling can be improved.
Better modeling of mass transport through the electrolyte in cathodes depends upon
understanding how particle distributions and shapes aect the eective transport of
ions. No major changes in the porous battery model for bulk electrolyte transport
are needed but a great deal of work can be done to experimentally measure eective
bulk transport properties and SEI resistances and correctly tie these to particle sizes,
shapes, and material compositions. On a fundamental level an understanding of how
specic resistances change with cells properties will make porous battery models able
to accurately predict not only optimum cell loadings, compositions, and morphology
but also suggest ways to reduce limitations and identify system constraints.
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Appendix A. Computer Code for 2
particle LixRuO3 model
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-le
% Generated by COMSOL 3.2b (COMSOL 3.2.0.304, $Date: 2006/04/04 14:56:13
$)
% Some geometry objects are stored in a separate le.
% The name of this le is given by the variable 'binaryle'.
clear xfem
% COMSOL version
clear vrsn
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.2';
vrsn.ext = 'b';
vrsn.major = 0;
vrsn.build = 304;
vrsn.rcs = '$Name: $';
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2006/04/04 14:56:13 $';
xfem.version = vrsn;
binaryle='AppendixRuthium.mphm';
% Constants
xfem.const = {'I','1.449084*2', ...
'Lsep','0.0075', ...
'Lcath','0.00536666666666667', ...
'R1','0.000012/2', ...
'R3','0.0001/2', ...
'R4','0.0026/2', ...
'epssep','0.37', ...
'eps2','0.52029224', ...
'epssol','1-eps2', ...
'eps1','epssol*fract1/rho1/fractdenave', ...
'eps3','epssol*fract3/rho3/fractdenave', ...
'eps4','epssol*fract4/rho4/fractdenave', ...
'epsref ','(eps1+eps3+eps4)', ...
'Dsalt','3E-6', ...
'D2sep','(Dsalt*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'D2','(Dsalt*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
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'D3','2E-11*7', ...
'D4','2E-11*7', ...
'tplus','0.363', ...
'sig1int','1000', ...
'sig3int','100', ...
'sig4int','100', ...
'sigavg','eps1*sig1int+eps3*sig3int+eps4*sig4int', ...
'sig1','sig1int*eps1*epsref^.5', ...
'sig3','sig3int*eps3*epsref^.5', ...
'sig4','sig4int*eps4*epsref^.5', ...
'test1','7.5', ...
'test2','(7.5*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'test3','(7.5*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
'c2ref ','0.001', ...
'c3max','cap3*rho3*3600/F', ...
'c4max','cap4*rho4*3600/F', ...
'y3init','0.004', ...
'y4init','0.004', ...
'c3ref ','y3init*c3max', ...
'c4ref ','y4init*c4max', ...
'a23','3*eps3/R3', ...
'a24','3*eps4/R4', ...
'atot','a23+a24', ...
'io23','.005', ...
'io24','.005', ...
'd','.5', ...
'a13','(1/R1+1/R3)*(eps1*eps3*R1/R3)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a14','(1/R1+1/R4)*(eps1*eps4*R1/R4)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a34','(1/R3+1/R4)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps4*R1/R4)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'Rsurf13','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig3int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf14','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig4int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf34','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+(1/sig4int))+rdouble', ...
'Rvol13','Rsurf13/a13', ...
'Rvol14','Rsurf14/a14', ...
'Rvol34','Rsurf34/a34', ...
'ioanode','.13E-3*1000*10', ...
'alphac','0.5', ...
'alphaa','0.5', ...
'gamma3','1', ...
'gamma4','1', ...
'cap3','174.4', ...
'cap4','174.4', ...
'rho1','1.95', ...
'rho3','4.2', ...
'rho4','4.2', ...
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'rhoinert','2.67', ...
'fract1','.06', ...
'fract3','.91*.2', ...
'fract4','.91*.8', ...
'fractinert','1-.97', ...
'fractdenave','((fract4/rho4)+(fract1/rho1)+(fract3/rho3)
+(fractinert/rhoinert))', ...
'epsinert','fractinert/rhoinert/fractdenave', ...
'Crate','(160*rho3*eps3+160*rho4*eps4)*Lcath', ...
'n','1', ...
'F','96485.3*1000', ...
'Rgas','8.3145*1000', ...
'T','298.15', ...
'FRT','F/(Rgas*T)', ...
'RTFt','Rgas*T*(1-tplus)/F', ...
'to ','900', ...
'DL','0', ...
'ds','eps4+eps3', ...
'rdouble','0', ...
'nref ','10E4', ...
'eptest','epsref^-.5', ...
'Nmms','3', ...
'Nmmc','30', ...
'b1','7.5', ...
'b2','.2', ...
'b3','.08'};
clear fem
% Geometry 1
clear draw
g3=binary('g3','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g3};
draw.s.name = {'SQ1'};
draw.s.tags = {'g3'};
fem.draw = draw;
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{1}=fem;
clear fem
% Geometry 2
clear draw
g4=binary('g4','draw',binaryle);
g5=binary('g5','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g4,g5};
draw.s.name = {'I1','I2'};
draw.s.tags = {'g4','g5'};
fem.draw = draw;
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fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{2}=fem;
% (Default values are not included)
fem=xfem.fem{1};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c3','c4','c3_t','c4_t'};
appl.name = 'active_particles';
appl.gporder = 4;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_particles';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'-ai23/(a23*F)';'-ai24/(a24*F)'}};
bnd.ind = [1,1,2,1];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c3ref ';'c4ref ';0;0}};
equ.da = {{'R3';'R4'}};
equ.f = {{'2*D3*c3y/(R3*y)';'2*D4*c4y/(R4*y)'}};
equ.ga = {{{0;'-D3*c3y/R3'};{0;'-D4*c4y/R4'}}};
equ.ind = [1];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
fem.units = 'SI';
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.expr = {{{},'c3'},{{},'c4'}};
bnd.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
src{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
src{2} = {};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
geomdim{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
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equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
geomdim{2} = {{},equ};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'c3','c4'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '2';
submap.sv = {'2','3'};
submap.dg = '1';
submap.dv = {'2','4'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
xfem.fem{1} = fem;
fem=xfem.fem{2};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4','c2_t','phi1_t','phi2_t', ...
'phi3_t','phi4_t'};
appl.name = 'cell_sandwich';
appl.gporder = 5;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_sandwich';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'ianode*(1-tplus)/F';0;'ianode';0;0},{0;'-I';0; ...
0;0}};
bnd.ind = [2,1,3];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c2ref ';4.1;-0.01;4.101;4.101;0;0;0;0;0}};
equ.da = {{'Lsep*epssep';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'},{'Lcath*eps2';'DL'
;'DL';'DL'; ...
'DL'}};
equ.f = {0,{'Lcath*(1-tplus)/F*(ai23+ai24)';'Lcath*(-ai13-ai14)
';'Lcath*(ai23+ai24)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai13-ai23-ai34)';'Lcath*(ai14-ai24+ai34)'}};
equ.ga = {{'-D2sep*c2x/Lsep';'-sig1*phi1x/Lsep';'-kap2sep*
(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lsep'; ...
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'-sig3*phi3x/Lsep';'-sig4*phi4x/Lsep'},{'-D2*c2x/Lcath';'-sig1
*phi1x/Lcath'; ...
'-kap2*(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lcath';'-sig3*phi3x/Lcath';'-sig4
*phi4x/Lcath'}};
equ.ind = [1,2];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
fem.units = 'SI';
% Subdomain expressions
clear equ
equ.ind = [1,2];
equ.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4'};
equ.expr = {'ianode',{'ioanode*(exp(-alphaa*FRT*phi2)-exp(alphac*FRT*phi2))',
...
 }, ...
'ai23',{,'a23*io23*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c3/c3ref )^alphaa*abs(((c3max-c3)
/(c3max-c3ref ))^(gamma3*alphaa))
*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi3-phi2-U(c3-c3ref )*switch3))-exp(-alphac*FRT*
(phi3-phi2-U(c3-c3ref )*switch3)))'}, ...
'ai24',{,'a24*io24*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c4/c4ref )^alphaa*abs(((c4max-c4)
/(c4max-c4ref ))^(gamma4*alphaa))
*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi4-phi2-U(c4-c4ref )*switch4))-exp(-alphac*FRT*
(phi4-phi2-U(c4-c4ref )*switch4)))'}, ...
'switch3',{,1}, ...
'switch4',{,1}, ...
'ai13',{,'(phi1-phi3)/Rvol13'}, ...
'ai14',{,'(phi1-phi4)/Rvol14'}, ...
'ai34',{,'(phi3-phi4)/Rvol34'}, ...
'ono ',{,'0.5*(tanh(20*t)-tanh(20*(t-to )))'}, ...
'kap2sep','abs(kap2int*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'kap2','abs(kap2int*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
'kap2int','b1*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^0.5/abs(1+b2*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^2
+b3*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^4)'};
fem.equ = equ;
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
src{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.expr = {{{},'ai23'},{{},'ai24'}};
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equ.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'}};
equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
src{2} = {{},equ};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
geomdim{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
geomdim{2} = {};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'ai23','ai24'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '1';
submap.sv = {'2','4'};
submap.dg = '2';
submap.dv = {'2','3'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
xfem.fem{2} = fem;
% Functions
clear fcns
fcns{1}.type='inline';
fcns{1}.name='U(x)';
fcns{1}.expr='65902624180.000000*x^6 - 9344401160.000000*x^5 +
418761615.359375*x^4 - 8351957.006836*x^3
+ 79692.813828*x^2 - 360.714527*x + 4.151395';
fcns{1}.dexpr={'di(65902624180.000000*x^6 - 9344401160.000000
*x^5 + 418761615.359375*x^4 - 8351957.006836*x^3
+ 79692.813828*x^2 - 360.714527*x + 4.151395,x)'};
xfem.functions = fcns;
% Descriptions
clear descr
descr.const= {'D3','cm^2/s, solid dius coef ','epsref ','conductive matl
vol frac (used for tortuosity)','a23','1/cm,
solid-liq contact area per vol','fract3','mass frac active matl (dry basis)
','Rgas','mC*V/mol*K,
ideal gas const','epssep','separator porosity','rho3','g/cm^3, active matl
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density','I','mA/cm^2, cell current','gamma3',
'active material empty-site stoich factor','F','mC/mol, Faradays const'
,'a13','1/cm, solid-solid contact area
per vol','D2','salt dius with tortuosity','fract4','large particle','c3ref ',
'mol/cm^3, init solid conc','d','eps tortuosity
exponent for aij','eps1','carbon vol frac','Dsalt','cm^2/s, intrins liq
dius coef ','alphac','alpha cathodic',
'sig1int','mS/cm, intrins carbon conduc','c2ref ','mol/cm^3, equil salt
conc','c3max','mol/cm^3, max solid conc','alphaa',
'alpha anodic','eps3','large particle vol frac','fract1','mass frac
carbon (dry basis)','sig3','mS/cm, eec active matl
conduc','Lsep','cm, separator thickness','T','K, temperature','Rvol13',
'kOhm-cm^3, solid-solid volumetric
resist','eps4','small particle vol fract','io23','.004 mA/cm^2, exchange
current dens','tplus','cation transference
num','test2','mS/cm, separator conduc','FRT','1/V','y3init','init stoich
coef where 0<y<1','cap3','mAh/g, active matl
theor capacity','eps2','liq vol frac (cath porosity)','fractdenave','specic
volume of dry cathode','Rsurf13','.015
kOhm-cm^2, solid-solid contact resist','epssol','solid vol frac in cathode
','ioanode','mA/cm^2, Li foil exch
current dens','test3','mS/cm, liq pore conduc','test1','mS/cm, intrins
liq conduc','DL','articial double-layer
term','rhoinert','g/cm^3, binder density','Lcath','cm, cath thickness','R1','
cm, radius of carbon partic',
'Crate','mA/cm^2, 1-hour discharge rate','R3','0.0002605574/2 cm,
radius of active partic','to ','current-interrupt time',
'RTFt','V','rho1','g/cm^3, carbon density','D2sep','separator salt dius',
'n','electron stoich of rxn','sig3int',
'mS/cm, intrins active matl conduc','sigavg','mS/cm, average solid
conduc','fractinert','mass frac binder (dry basis)','sig1','mS/cm,
eec carbon conduc'};
xfem.descr = descr;
% Multiphysics
xfem=multiphysics(xfem);
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Appendix B. Computer Code for 4
particle LixCoO2 model
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-le
% Generated by COMSOL 3.2b (COMSOL 3.2.0.304, $Date:
2006/04/04 14:56:13 $)
% Some geometry objects are stored in a separate le.
% The name of this le is given by the variable 'binaryle'.
clear xfem
% COMSOL version
clear vrsn
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.2';
vrsn.ext = 'b';
vrsn.major = 0;
vrsn.build = 304;
vrsn.rcs = '$Name: $';
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2006/04/04 14:56:13 $';
xfem.version = vrsn;
binaryle='AppendixCobalt.mphm';
% Constants
xfem.const = {'I','1.623463*5', ...
'Lsep','0.0075', ...
'Lcath','0.0053667', ...
'R1','0.000012/2', ...
'R3','0.0000137670412/2', ...
'R4','0.000182770424/2', ...
'R5','0.0002850917159/2', ...
'R6','0.0004954772/2', ...
'epssep','0.37', ...
'eps2','0.43707443', ...
'epssol','1-eps2', ...
'eps1','epssol*fract1/rho1/fractdenave', ...
'eps3','epssol*fract3/rho3/fractdenave', ...
'eps4','epssol*fract4/rho4/fractdenave', ...
'eps5','epssol*fract5/rho5/fractdenave', ...
'eps6','epssol*fract6/rho6/fractdenave', ...
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'epsref ','eps1', ...
'Dsalt','3E-6', ...
'D2sep','(Dsalt*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'D2','(Dsalt*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
'D3','5E-9', ...
'D4','5E-9', ...
'D5','5E-9', ...
'D6','5E-9', ...
'tplus','0.363', ...
'sig1int','1000', ...
'sig3int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig4int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig5int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig6int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sigavg','eps1*sig1int+eps3*sig3int+eps4*sig4int+eps5*sig5int+
eps6*sig6int', ...
'sig1','sig1int*eps1*epsref^.5', ...
'sig3','sig3int*eps3*epsref^.5', ...
'sig4','sig4int*eps4*epsref^.5', ...
'sig5','sig5int*eps5*epsref^.5', ...
'sig6','sig6int*eps6*epsref^.5', ...
'c2ref ','0.001', ...
'c3max','2*cap3*rho3*3600/F', ...
'c4max','2*cap4*rho4*3600/F', ...
'c5max','2*cap5*rho5*3600/F', ...
'c6max','2*cap6*rho6*3600/F', ...
'y3init','0.5', ...
'y4init','0.5', ...
'y5init','0.5', ...
'y6init','0.5', ...
'c3ref ','y3init*c3max', ...
'c4ref ','y4init*c4max', ...
'c5ref ','y5init*c5max', ...
'c6ref ','y6init*c6max', ...
'a23','3*eps3/R3', ...
'a24','3*eps4/R4', ...
'a25','3*eps5/R5', ...
'a26','3*eps6/R6', ...
'atot','a23+a24+a25+a26', ...
'io23','10', ...
'io24','10', ...
'io25','10', ...
'io26','10', ...
'd','.5', ...
'a13','(1/R1+1/R3)*(eps1*eps3*R1/R3)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))
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*epsref^d', ...
'a14','(1/R1+1/R4)*(eps1*eps4*R1/R4)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))
*epsref^d', ...
'a15','(1/R1+1/R5)*(eps1*eps5*R1/R5)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))
*epsref^d', ...
'a16','(1/R1+1/R6)*(eps1*eps6*R1/R6)*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))
*epsref^d', ...
'a34','(1/R3+1/R4)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps4*R1/R4)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a35','(1/R3+1/R5)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps5*R1/R5)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a36','(1/R3+1/R6)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps6*R1/R6)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a45','(1/R4+1/R5)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps5*R1/R5)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a46','(1/R4+1/R6)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps6*R1/R6)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a56','(1/R5+1/R6)*(eps5*R1/R5*eps6*R1/R6)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'Rsurf13','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig3int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf14','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig4int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf15','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig5int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf16','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+(1/sig6int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf34','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+(1/sig4int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf35','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+(1/sig5int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf36','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+(1/sig6int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf45','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+(1/sig5int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf46','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+(1/sig6int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf56','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig5int)+(1/sig6int))
+rdouble', ...
'Rvol13','Rsurf13/a13', ...
'Rvol14','Rsurf14/a14', ...
'Rvol15','Rsurf15/a15', ...
'Rvol16','Rsurf16/a16', ...
'Rvol34','Rsurf34/a34', ...
'Rvol35','Rsurf35/a35', ...
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'Rvol36','Rsurf36/a36', ...
'Rvol45','Rsurf45/a45', ...
'Rvol46','Rsurf46/a46', ...
'Rvol56','Rsurf56/a56', ...
'ioanode','.13E-3*1000*10', ...
'alphac','0.5', ...
'alphaa','0.5', ...
'gamma3','1', ...
'gamma4','1', ...
'gamma5','1', ...
'gamma6','1', ...
'cap3','133.3', ...
'cap4','133.3', ...
'cap5','133.3', ...
'cap6','133.3', ...
'rho1','1.95', ...
'rho3','5.01', ...
'rho4','5.01', ...
'rho5','5.01', ...
'rho6','5.01', ...
'rhoinert','2.67', ...
'Crate','(cap3*rho3*eps3+cap4*rho4*eps4+cap5*rho5*
eps5+cap6*rho6*eps6)*Lcath', ...
'fract1','.06', ...
'fract3','.91*.2732394', ...
'fract4','.91*.2637232', ...
'fract5','.91*.3220557', ...
'fract6','.91*.1409816', ...
'fractinert','1-.97', ...
'fractdenave','fract6/rho6+fract5/rho5+fract4/rho4+fract1/rho1
+fract3/rho3+fractinert/rhoinert', ...
'epsinert','fractinert/rhoinert/fractdenave', ...
'n','1', ...
'F','96485.3*1000', ...
'Rgas','8.3145*1000', ...
'T','298.15', ...
'FRT','F/(Rgas*T)', ...
'RTFt','Rgas*T*(1-tplus)/F', ...
'to ','900', ...
'DL','0', ...
'epptotal','eps3+eps4+eps5+eps6', ...
'rcar','(27*R1/(Rsurf13-.009997))*(1/sig1int+1/sig3int)', ...
'nref ','10E4', ...
'rdouble','0', ...
'Nmmc','16', ...
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'Nmms','3', ...
'b1','7.5', ...
'b2','.2', ...
'b3','.08'};
clear fem
% Geometry 1
clear draw
g3=binary('g3','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g3};
draw.s.name = {'SQ1'};
draw.s.tags = {'g3'};
fem.draw = draw;
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{1}=fem;
clear fem
% Geometry 2
clear draw
g4=binary('g4','draw',binaryle);
g5=binary('g5','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g4,g5};
draw.s.name = {'I1','I2'};
draw.s.tags = {'g4','g5'};
fem.draw = draw;
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{2}=fem;
% (Default values are not included)
fem=xfem.fem{1};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c3','c4','c5','c6','c3_t','c4_t','c5_t','c6_t'};
appl.name = 'active_particles';
appl.gporder = 8;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_particles';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'-ai23/(a23*F)';'-ai24/(a24*F)';'-ai25/
(a25*F)';'-ai26/(a26*F)'}};
bnd.ind = [1,1,2,1];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c3ref ';'c4ref ';'c5ref ';'c6ref ';0;0;0;0}};
equ.da = {{'R3';'R4';'R5';'R6'}};
equ.f = {{'2*D3*c3y/(R3*y)';'2*D4*c4y/(R4*y)';'2
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*D5*c5y/(R5*y)';'2*D6*c6y/(R6*y)'}};
equ.ga = {{{0;'-D3*c3y/R3'};{0;'-D4*c4y/R4'};{0;'-D5
*c5y/R5'};{0; ...
'-D6*c6y/R6'}}};
equ.ind = [1];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
fem.units = 'SI';
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.expr = {{{},'c3'},{{},'c4'},{{},'c5'},{{},'c6'}};
bnd.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
src{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
src{2} = {};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
geomdim{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
geomdim{2} = {{},equ};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'c3','c4','c5','c6'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '2';
submap.sv = {'2','3'};
submap.dg = '1';
submap.dv = {'2','4'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
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xfem.fem{1} = fem;
fem=xfem.fem{2};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4','phi5',
'phi6','c2_t', ...
'phi1_t','phi2_t','phi3_t','phi4_t','phi5_t','phi6_t'};
appl.name = 'cell_sandwich';
appl.gporder = 7;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_sandwich';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'ianode*(1-tplus)/F';0;'ianode';0;0;0;0},
{0; ...
'-I';0;0;0;0;0}};
bnd.ind = [2,1,3];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c2ref ';4.1;-0.01;4.09;4.09;4.09;4.09;0;0;
0; ...
0;0;0;0}};
equ.da = {{'Lsep*epssep';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'}
,{'Lcath*eps2';'DL'; ...
'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'}};
equ.f = {0,{'Lcath*(1-tplus)/F*(ai23+ai24+ai25+ai26)';
'Lcath*(-ai13-ai14-ai15-ai16)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai23+ai24+ai25+ai26)';'Lcath*
(ai13-ai23-ai34-ai35-ai36)';'Lcath
*(ai14-ai24+ai34-ai45-ai46)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai15-ai25+ai35+ai45-ai56)';'Lcath*
(ai16-ai26+ai36+ai46+ai56)'}};
equ.ga = {{'-D2sep*c2x/Lsep';'-sig1*phi1x/Lsep';'-kap2sep
*(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lsep'; ...
'-sig3*phi3x/Lsep';'-sig4*phi4x/Lsep';'-sig5
*phi5x/Lsep';'-sig6*phi6x/Lsep'}, ...
{'-D2*c2x/Lcath';'-sig1*phi1x/Lcath';'-kap2
*(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lcath'; ...
'-sig3*phi3x/Lcath';'-sig4*phi4x/Lcath';'-sig5
*phi5x/Lcath';'-sig6*phi6x/Lcath'}};
equ.ind = [1,2];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
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fem.units = 'SI';
% Subdomain expressions
clear equ
equ.ind = [1,2];
equ.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4','phi5','phi6'};
equ.expr = {'ianode',{'ioanode*(exp(-alphaa*FRT*phi2)
-exp(alphac*FRT*phi2))', ...
 }, ...
'ai23',{,'a23*io23*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c3/c3ref )^alphaa
*abs(((c3max-c3)/(c3max-c3ref ))^(gamma3*alphaa))*
(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi3-phi2-U(c3-c3ref )*switch3))exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi3-phi2-U(c3-c3ref )*switch3)))'}, ...
'ai24',{,'a24*io24*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c4/c4ref )^alphaa
*abs(((c4max-c4)/(c4max-c4ref ))^(gamma4*alphaa))*
(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi4-phi2-U(c4-c4ref )*switch4))exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi4-phi2-U(c4-c4ref )*switch4)))'}, ...
'ai25',{,'a25*io25*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c5/c5ref )^alphaa
*abs(((c5max-c5)/(c5max-c5ref ))^(gamma5*alphaa))
*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi5-phi2-U(c5-c5ref )*switch5))exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi5-phi2-U(c5-c5ref )*switch5)))'}, ...
'ai26',{,'a26*io26*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c6/c6ref )^alphaa
*abs(((c6max-c6)/(c6max-c6ref ))^(gamma6*alphaa))*
(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi6-phi2-U(c6-c6ref )*switch6))exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi6-phi2-U(c6-c6ref )*switch6)))'}, ...
'switch3',{,'0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-(c3-c3ref )/
c3max)))'}, ...
'switch4',{,'0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-(c4-c4ref )/
c4max)))'}, ...
'switch5',{,'0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-(c5-c5ref )/
c5max)))'}, ...
'switch6',{,'0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-(c6-c6ref )/
c6max)))'}, ...
'ai13',{,'(phi1-phi3)/Rvol13'}, ...
'ai14',{,'(phi1-phi4)/Rvol14'}, ...
'ai15',{,'(phi1-phi5)/Rvol15'}, ...
'ai16',{,'(phi1-phi6)/Rvol16'}, ...
'ai34',{,'(phi3-phi4)/Rvol34'}, ...
'ai35',{,'(phi3-phi5)/Rvol35'}, ...
'ai36',{,'(phi3-phi6)/Rvol36'}, ...
'ai45',{,'(phi4-phi5)/Rvol45'}, ...
'ai46',{,'(phi4-phi6)/Rvol46'}, ...
'ai56',{,'(phi5-phi6)/Rvol56'}, ...
'ono ',{,'0.5*(tanh(20*t)-tanh(20*(t-to )))'}, ...
'kap2sep','abs(kap2int*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'kap2','abs(kap2int*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
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'kap2int','b1*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^0.5/abs(1+b2*real
(abs(c2/c2ref ))^2+b3*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^4)'};
fem.equ = equ;
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
src{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.expr = {{{},'ai23'},{{},'ai24'},{{},'ai25'}
,{{},'ai26'}};
equ.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'}};
equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
src{2} = {{},equ};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
geomdim{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
geomdim{2} = {};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'ai23','ai24','ai25','ai26'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '1';
submap.sv = {'2','4'};
submap.dg = '2';
submap.dv = {'2','3'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
xfem.fem{2} = fem;
% Functions
clear fcns
fcns{1}.type='inline';
fcns{1}.name='U(x)';
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fcns{1}.expr='-32350*x^3 + 1961.7*x^2 40.953*x + 4.1865';
fcns{1}.dexpr={'-97050*x^2 + 3923.4*x 40.953'};
xfem.functions = fcns;
% Descriptions
clear descr
descr.const= {'D3','cm^2/s, solid dius coef ','epsref ',
conductive matl vol frac (used for tortuosity)','a23','1/cm,
solid-liq contact area per vol','fract3','mass frac
active matl (dry basis)','Rgas','mC*V/mol*K, ideal gas
const','epssep','separator porosity','rho3','g/cm^3, active
matl density','I','mA/cm^2, cell current','gamma3','active
material empty-site stoich factor','F','mC/mol, Faradays
const','a13','1/cm, solid-solid contact area per vol','D2'
,'salt dius with tortuosity','fract4','small particle',
'c3ref ','mol/cm^3, init solid conc','d','eps tortuosity
exponent for aij','eps1','carbon vol frac','Dsalt','cm^2/s,
intrins liq dius coef ','alphac','alpha cathodic','sig1int'
,'mS/cm, intrins carbon conduc','c2ref ','mol/cm^3, equil
salt conc','c3max','mol/cm^3, max solid conc','alphaa',
'alpha anodic','eps3','large particle vol frac','fract1',
'mass frac carbon (dry basis)','sig3','mS/cm, eec
active matl conduc','Lsep','cm, separator thickness','T'
,'K, temperature','Rvol13','kOhm-cm^3, solid-solid
volumetric resist','eps4','small particle vol fract','io23'
,'mA/cm^2, exchange current dens','tplus','cation transference
num','FRT','1/V','y3init','init stoich coef where
0<y<1','cap3','mAh/g, active matl theor
capacity','eps2','liq vol frac (cath porosity)','fractdenave',
'specic volume of dry cathode','Rsurf13','kOhm-cm^2,
solid-solid contact resist','epssol','solid vol frac in
cathode','ioanode','mA/cm^2, Li foil exch current dens
','DL','articial double-layer term','rhoinert','g/cm^3, binder
density','Lcath','cm, cath thickness','R1','cm, radius of
carbon partic','Crate','mA/cm^2, 1-hour discharge rate','R3
','cm, radius of active partic','to ','current-interrupt time','
RTFt','V','rho1','g/cm^3, carbon density','D2sep','separator
salt dius','n','electron stoich of rxn','sig3int','mS/cm,
intrins active matl conduc','sigavg','mS/cm, average solid conduc','fractinert',
'mass frac binder (dry basis)','sig1','mS/cm, eec carbon conduc'};
xfem.descr = descr;
% Multiphysics
xfem=multiphysics(xfem);
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Appendix C. Computer Code for 6
particle mixed-oxide model
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-le
% Generated by COMSOL 3.2b (COMSOL 3.2.0.304,
$Date: 2006/04/04 14:56:13 $)
% Some geometry objects are stored in a separate le.
% The name of this le is given by the variable 'binaryle'.
clear xfem
% COMSOL version
clear vrsn
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.2';
vrsn.ext = 'b';
vrsn.major = 0;
vrsn.build = 304;
vrsn.rcs = '$Name: $';
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2006/04/04 14:56:13 $';
xfem.version = vrsn;
binaryle='AppendixMixed.mphm';
% Constants
xfem.const = {'I','1.663281', ...
'Lsep','0.0075', ...
'Lcath','0.0048778', ...
'R1','0.000012/2', ...
'R3','0.0000137670412/2', ...
'R4','0.000182770424/2', ...
'R5','0.0002850917159/2', ...
'R6','0.0004954772/2', ...
'R7','0.0001/2', ...
'R8','0.0026/2', ...
'epssep','0.37', ...
'eps2','0.372127', ...
'epssol','1-eps2', ...
'eps1','epssol*fract1/rho1/fractdenave', ...
'eps3','epssol*fract3/rho3/fractdenave', ...
'eps4','epssol*fract4/rho4/fractdenave', ...
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'eps5','epssol*fract5/rho5/fractdenave', ...
'eps6','epssol*fract6/rho6/fractdenave', ...
'eps7','epssol*fract7/rho7/fractdenave', ...
'eps8','epssol*fract8/rho8/fractdenave', ...
'epsref ','eps1+eps7+eps8', ...
'Dsalt','3E-6', ...
'D2sep','Dsalt*epssep', ...
'D2','Dsalt*eps2^1.5', ...
'D3','5E-9', ...
'D4','5E-9', ...
'D5','5E-9', ...
'D6','5E-9', ...
'D7','2E-11*7', ...
'D8','2E-11*7', ...
'tplus','0.363', ...
'sig1int','1000', ...
'sig3int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig4int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig5int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig6int','0.00113*1000', ...
'sig7int','100', ...
'sig8int','100', ...
'sigavg','eps1*sig1int+eps3*sig3int+eps4*sig4int+eps5
*sig5int+eps6*sig6int+eps7*sig7int+eps8*sig8int', ...
'sig1','sig1int*eps1*epsref^.5', ...
'sig3','sig3int*eps3*epsref^.5', ...
'sig4','sig4int*eps4*epsref^.5', ...
'sig5','sig5int*eps5*epsref^.5', ...
'sig6','sig6int*eps6*epsref^.5', ...
'sig7','sig7int*eps7*epsref^.5', ...
'sig8','sig8int*eps8*epsref^.5', ...
'c2ref ','0.001', ...
'c3max','2*cap3*rho3*3600/F', ...
'c4max','2*cap4*rho4*3600/F', ...
'c5max','2*cap5*rho5*3600/F', ...
'c6max','2*cap6*rho6*3600/F', ...
'c7max','cap7*rho7*3600/F', ...
'c8max','cap8*rho8*3600/F', ...
'y3init','0.5', ...
'y4init','0.5', ...
'y5init','0.5', ...
'y6init','0.5', ...
'y7init','0.004', ...
'y8init','0.004', ...
'c3ref ','y3init*c3max', ...
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'c4ref ','y4init*c4max', ...
'c5ref ','y5init*c5max', ...
'c6ref ','y6init*c6max', ...
'c7ref ','y7init*c7max', ...
'c8ref ','y8init*c8max', ...
'a23','3*eps3/R3', ...
'a24','3*eps4/R4', ...
'a25','3*eps5/R5', ...
'a26','3*eps6/R6', ...
'a27','3*eps7/R7', ...
'a28','3*eps8/R8', ...
'atot','a23+a24+a25+a26+a27+a28', ...
'io23','10', ...
'io24','10', ...
'io25','10', ...
'io26','10', ...
'io27','.005', ...
'io28','.005', ...
'd','.5', ...
'a13','(1/R1+1/R3)*(eps1*eps3*R1/R3)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a14','(1/R1+1/R4)*(eps1*eps4*R1/R4)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a15','(1/R1+1/R5)*(eps1*eps5*R1/R5)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a16','(1/R1+1/R6)*(eps1*eps6*R1/R6)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a17','(1/R1+1/R7)*(eps1*eps7*R1/R7)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a18','(1/R1+1/R8)*(eps1*eps8*R1/R8)*6*.75
*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a34','(1/R3+1/R4)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps4*R1/R4)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a35','(1/R3+1/R5)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps5*R1/R5)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a36','(1/R3+1/R6)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps6*R1/R6)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a37','(1/R3+1/R7)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps7*R1/R7)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a38','(1/R3+1/R8)*(eps3*R1/R3*eps8*R1/R8)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a45','(1/R4+1/R5)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps5*R1/R5)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a46','(1/R4+1/R6)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps6*R1/R6)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
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'a47','(1/R4+1/R7)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps7*R1/R7)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a48','(1/R4+1/R8)*(eps4*R1/R4*eps8*R1/R8)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a56','(1/R5+1/R6)*(eps5*R1/R5*eps6*R1/R6)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a57','(1/R5+1/R7)*(eps5*R1/R5*eps7*R1/R7)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a58','(1/R5+1/R8)*(eps5*R1/R5*eps8*R1/R8)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a67','(1/R6+1/R7)*(eps6*R1/R6*eps7*R1/R7)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a68','(1/R6+1/R8)*(eps6*R1/R6*eps8*R1/R8)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'a78','(1/R7+1/R8)*(eps7*R1/R7*eps8*R1/R8)
*6*.75*(1/(nref^2))*epsref^d', ...
'Rsurf13','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig3int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf14','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig4int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf15','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig5int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf16','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig6int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf17','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf18','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig1int)+
(1/sig8int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf34','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+
(1/sig4int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf35','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+
(1/sig5int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf36','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+
(1/sig6int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf37','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf38','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig3int)+
(1/sig8int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf45','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+
(1/sig5int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf46','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+
(1/sig6int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf47','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf48','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig4int)+
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(1/sig8int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf56','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig5int)+
(1/sig6int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf57','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig5int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf58','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig5int)+
(1/sig8int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf67','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig6int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf68','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig5int)+
(1/sig7int))+rdouble', ...
'Rsurf78','((3.14*R1)/(4*nref ))*((1/sig7int)+
(1/sig8int))+rdouble', ...
'Rvol13','Rsurf13/a13', ...
'Rvol14','Rsurf14/a14', ...
'Rvol15','Rsurf15/a15', ...
'Rvol16','Rsurf16/a16', ...
'Rvol17','Rsurf17/a17', ...
'Rvol18','Rsurf18/a18', ...
'Rvol34','Rsurf34/a34', ...
'Rvol35','Rsurf35/a35', ...
'Rvol36','Rsurf36/a36', ...
'Rvol37','Rsurf37/a37', ...
'Rvol38','Rsurf38/a38', ...
'Rvol45','Rsurf45/a45', ...
'Rvol46','Rsurf46/a46', ...
'Rvol47','Rsurf47/a47', ...
'Rvol48','Rsurf48/a48', ...
'Rvol56','Rsurf56/a56', ...
'Rvol57','Rsurf57/a57', ...
'Rvol58','Rsurf58/a58', ...
'Rvol67','Rsurf67/a67', ...
'Rvol68','Rsurf68/a68', ...
'Rvol78','Rsurf78/a78', ...
'ioanode','.13E-3*1000*10', ...
'alphac','0.5', ...
'alphaa','0.5', ...
'gamma3','1', ...
'gamma4','1', ...
'gamma5','1', ...
'gamma6','1', ...
'gamma7','1', ...
'gamma8','1', ...
'cap3','133.3', ...
'cap4','133.3', ...
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'cap5','133.3', ...
'cap6','133.3', ...
'cap7','174.4', ...
'cap8','174.4', ...
'rho1','1.95', ...
'rho3','5.01', ...
'rho4','5.01', ...
'rho5','5.01', ...
'rho6','5.01', ...
'rho7','4.2', ...
'rho8','4.2', ...
'rhoinert','2.67', ...
'Crate','(cap3*rho3*eps3+cap4*rho4*eps4
+cap5*rho5*eps5+cap6*rho6*eps6+cap7*
rho7*eps7+cap8*rho8*eps8)*Lcath', ...
'fract1','.06', ...
'fract3','.91*.2732394*fractco', ...
'fract4','.91*.2637232*fractco', ...
'fract5','.91*.3220557*fractco', ...
'fract6','.91*.1409816*fractco', ...
'fract7','.91*.2*fractru', ...
'fract8','.91*.8*fractru', ...
'fractinert','1-.97', ...
'fractco','.65', ...
'fractru','1-fractco', ...
'fractdenave','fract8/rho8+fract7/rho7+fract6
/rho6+fract5/rho5+fract4/rho4+fract1/rho1+
fract3/rho3+fractinert/rhoinert', ...
'epsinert','fractinert/rhoinert/fractdenave', ...
'n','1', ...
'F','96485.3*1000', ...
'Rgas','8.3145*1000', ...
'T','298.15', ...
'FRT','F/(Rgas*T)', ...
'RTFt','Rgas*T*(1-tplus)/F', ...
'to ','900', ...
'DL','0', ...
'rdouble','0', ...
'nref ','10E4', ...
'epssolid','eps3+eps4+eps5+eps6+eps7+
eps8', ...
'Nmms','3', ...
'Nmmc','fractru*30+fractco*16', ...
'b1','7.5', ...
'b2','.2', ...
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'b3','.08'};
clear fem
% Geometry 1
clear draw
g3=binary('g3','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g3};
draw.s.name = {'SQ1'};
draw.s.tags = {'g3'};
fem.draw = draw;
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{1}=fem;
clear fem
% Geometry 2
clear draw
g4=binary('g4','draw',binaryle);
g5=binary('g5','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g4,g5};
draw.s.name = {'I1','I2'};
draw.s.tags = {'g4','g5'};
fem.draw = draw;
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
xfem.fem{2}=fem;
% (Default values are not included)
fem=xfem.fem{1};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c3','c4','c5','c6','c7','c8','c3_t'
,'c4_t','c5_t','c6_t', ...
'c7_t','c8_t'};
appl.name = 'active_particles';
appl.gporder = 4;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_particles';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'-ai23/(a23*F)';'-ai24/(a24*F)
';'-ai25/(a25*F)';'-ai26/(a26*F)'; ...
'-ai27/(a27*F)';'-ai28/(a28*F)'}};
bnd.ind = [1,1,2,1];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c3ref ';'c4ref ';'c5ref ';'c6ref ';
'c7ref ';'c8ref ';0;0;0; ...
0;0;0}};
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equ.da = {{'R3';'R4';'R5';'R6';'R7';'R8'}};
equ.f = {{'2*D3*c3y/(R3*y)';'2*D4*c4y/
(R4*y)';'2*D5*c5y/(R5*y)';'2*D6*c6y/(R6*y)'; ...
'2*D7*c7y/(R7*y)';'2*D8*c8y/(R8*y)'}};
equ.ga = {{{0;'-D3*c3y/R3'};{0;'-D4*c4y/R4'}
;{0;'-D5*c5y/R5'};{0; ...
'-D6*c6y/R6'};{0;'-D7*c7y/R7'};{0;'-D8*c8y
/R8'}}};
equ.ind = [1];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
fem.units = 'SI';
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.expr = {{{},'c3'},{{},'c4'},{{},'c5'},
{{},'c6'},{{},'c7'},{{},'c8'}};
bnd.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'}
,{'1','1'},{'1','1'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
src{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
src{2} = {};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
geomdim{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'}
,{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
geomdim{2} = {{},equ};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'c3','c4','c5','c6','c7','c8'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '2';
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submap.sv = {'2','3'};
submap.dg = '1';
submap.dv = {'2','4'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
xfem.fem{1} = fem;
fem=xfem.fem{2};
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'FlPDEG';
appl.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4','phi5'
,'phi6','phi7','phi8', ...
'c2_t','phi1_t','phi2_t','phi3_t','phi4_t','phi5_t'
,'phi6_t','phi7_t', ...
'phi8_t'};
appl.name = 'cell_sandwich';
appl.gporder = {7,4};
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.assignsux = '_sandwich';
clear bnd
bnd.type = 'neu';
bnd.g = {0,{'ianode*(1-tplus)/F';0;'ianode
';0;0;0;0;0;0}, ...
{0;'-I';0;0;0;0;0;0;0}};
bnd.ind = [2,1,3];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.init = {{'c2ref ';4.1;-0.01;4.11;4.11;4.11;4
.11;4.11;4.11; ...
0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0}};
equ.da = {{'Lsep*epssep';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'
;'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'},{'Lcath*eps2'; ...
'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL';'DL'}};
equ.gporder = {1,2};
equ.f = {0,{'Lcath*(1-tplus)/F*(ai23+ai24+
ai25+ai26+ai27+ai28)';'Lcath*(-ai13-ai14ai15-ai16-ai17-ai18)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai23+ai24+ai25+ai26+ai27+ai28)';'
Lcath*(ai13-ai23-ai34-ai35-ai36-ai37-ai38)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai14-ai24+ai34-ai45-ai46-ai47-ai48)
';'Lcath*(ai15-ai25+ai35+ai45-ai56-ai57-ai58)'; ...
'Lcath*(ai16-ai26+ai36+ai46+ai56-ai67-ai68)
';'Lcath*(ai17-ai27+ai37+ai47+ai57+ai67-ai78)'; ...
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'Lcath*(ai18-ai28+ai38+ai48+ai58+ai68+ai78)'}};
equ.ga = {{'-D2sep*c2x/Lsep';'-sig1*phi1x/Lsep'
;'-kap2sep*(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lsep'; ...
'-sig3*phi3x/Lsep';'-sig4*phi4x/Lsep';'-sig5*
phi5x/Lsep';'-sig6*phi6x/Lsep'; ...
'-sig7*phi7x/Lsep';'-sig8*phi8x/Lsep'},{
'-D2*c2x/Lcath';'-sig1*phi1x/Lcath'; ...
'-kap2*(phi2x-2*RTFt*c2x/c2)/Lcath';'-sig3*
phi3x/Lcath';'-sig4*phi4x/Lcath'; ...
'-sig5*phi5x/Lcath';'-sig6*phi6x/Lcath';'-sig7
*phi7x/Lcath';'-sig8*phi8x/Lcath'}};
equ.ind = [1,2];
appl.equ = equ;
fem.appl{1} = appl;
fem.border = 1;
fem.units = 'SI';
% Subdomain expressions
clear equ
equ.ind = [1,2];
equ.dim = {'c2','phi1','phi2','phi3','phi4','phi5'
,'phi6','phi7','phi8'};
equ.expr = {'ianode',{'ioanode*(exp(-alphaa
*FRT*phi2)-exp(alphac*FRT*phi2))', ...
 }, ...
'ai23',{,'a23*io23*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c3/c3ref )
^alphaa*abs(((c3max-c3)/(c3max-c3ref ))^(gamma3
*alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi3-phi2-Uco(c3c3ref )))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi3-phi2-Uco(c3-c3ref ))))'}, ...
'ai24',{,'a24*io24*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c4/c4ref )
^alphaa*abs(((c4max-c4)/(c4max-c4ref ))^(gamma4
*alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi4-phi2-Uco(c4c4ref )))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi4-phi2-Uco(c4-c4ref ))))'}, ...
'ai25',{,'a25*io25*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c5/c5ref )
^alphaa*abs(((c5max-c5)/(c5max-c5ref ))^(gamma5
*alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi5-phi2-Uco(c5-c5ref
)))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi5-phi2-Uco(c5-c5ref ))))'}, ...
'ai26',{,'a26*io26*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c6/c6ref )^
alphaa*abs(((c6max-c6)/(c6max-c6ref ))^(gamma6*
alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi6-phi2-Uco(c6-c6ref
)))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi6-phi2-Uco(c6-c6ref ))))'}, ...
'ai27',{,'a27*io27*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c7/c7ref )^
alphaa*abs(((c7max-c7)/(c7max-c7ref ))^(gamma7
*alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi7-phi2-Uru(c7c7ref )))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi7-phi2-Uru(c7-c7ref ))))'}, ...
'ai28',{,'a28*io28*(c2/c2ref )^alphac*(c8/c8ref )^
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alphaa*abs(((c8max-c8)/(c8max-c8ref ))^(gamma8*
alphaa))*(exp(alphaa*FRT*(phi8-phi2-Uru(c8-c8ref
)))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(phi8-phi2-Uru(c8-c8ref ))))'}, ...
'ai13',{,'(phi1-phi3)/Rvol13'}, ...
'ai14',{,'(phi1-phi4)/Rvol14'}, ...
'ai15',{,'(phi1-phi5)/Rvol15'}, ...
'ai16',{,'(phi1-phi6)/Rvol16'}, ...
'ai17',{,'(phi1-phi7)/Rvol17'}, ...
'ai18',{,'(phi1-phi8)/Rvol18'}, ...
'ai34',{,'(phi3-phi4)/Rvol34'}, ...
'ai35',{,'(phi3-phi5)/Rvol35'}, ...
'ai36',{,'(phi3-phi6)/Rvol36'}, ...
'ai37',{,'(phi3-phi7)/Rvol37'}, ...
'ai38',{,'(phi3-phi8)/Rvol38'}, ...
'ai45',{,'(phi4-phi5)/Rvol45'}, ...
'ai46',{,'(phi4-phi6)/Rvol46'}, ...
'ai47',{,'(phi4-phi7)/Rvol47'}, ...
'ai48',{,'(phi4-phi8)/Rvol48'}, ...
'ai56',{,'(phi5-phi6)/Rvol56'}, ...
'ai57',{,'(phi5-phi7)/Rvol57'}, ...
'ai58',{,'(phi5-phi8)/Rvol58'}, ...
'ai67',{,'(phi6-phi7)/Rvol67'}, ...
'ai68',{,'(phi6-phi8)/Rvol68'}, ...
'ai78',{,'(phi7-phi8)/Rvol78'}, ...
'ono ',{,'0.5*(tanh(20*t)-tanh(20*(t-to )))'}, ...
'kap2sep','abs(kap2int*epssep^1.5)/Nmms', ...
'kap2','abs(kap2int*eps2^1.5)/Nmmc', ...
'kap2int','b1*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^0.5/abs(1+b2*real
(abs(c2/c2ref ))^2+b3*real(abs(c2/c2ref ))^4)'};
fem.equ = equ;
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Extrusion coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplextr';
elem.g = {'1','2'};
src = cell(1,2);
src{1} = {};
clear equ
equ.expr = {{{},'ai23'},{{},'ai24'},{{},'ai25'},{{},
'ai26'},{{},'ai27'},{{}, ...
'ai28'}};
equ.map = {{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'},{'1','1'}
,{'1','1'}};
equ.ind = {{'1'},{'2'}};
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src{2} = {{},equ};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell(1,2);
clear bnd
bnd.map = {{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'},{{},'2'},
{{},'2'},{{},'2'}};
bnd.ind = {{'1','2','4'},{'3'}};
geomdim{1} = {{},bnd,{}};
geomdim{2} = {};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'ai23','ai24','ai25','ai26','ai27','ai28'};
map = cell(1,2);
clear submap
submap.type = 'unit';
map{1} = submap;
clear submap
submap.type = 'linear';
submap.sg = '1';
submap.sv = {'2','4'};
submap.dg = '2';
submap.dv = {'2','3'};
map{2} = submap;
elem.map = map;
elemcpl{1} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
xfem.fem{2} = fem;
% Functions
clear fcns
fcns{1}.type='inline';
fcns{1}.name='Uru(x)';
fcns{1}.expr='65902624180.000000*x^6 9344401160.000000*x^5 + 418761615.359375*x^4 8351957.006836*x^3 + 79692.813828*x^2 - 360.714527*x
+ 4.151395';
fcns{1}.dexpr={'di(65902624180.000000*x^6 9344401160.000000*x^5 + 418761615.359375*x^4 8351957.006836*x^3 + 79692.813828*x^2 - 360.714527
*x + 4.151395,x)'};
fcns{2}.type='inline';
fcns{2}.name='Uco(x)';
fcns{2}.expr='(-32350*x^3 + 1961.7*x^2 - 40.953*x +
4.1865)*0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-x/0.04984)))';
fcns{2}.dexpr={'di((-32350*x^3 + 1961.7*x^2 - 40.953
*x + 4.1865)*0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-x/0.04984))),x)'};
xfem.functions = fcns;
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% Descriptions
clear descr
descr.const= {'D3','cm^2/s, solid dius coef ','epsref '
,'conductive matl vol frac (used for tortuosity)
','a23','1/cm, solid-liq contact area per vol','fract3',
'mass frac active matl (dry basis)','Rgas','mC*V/mol*K
, ideal gas const','epssep','separator porosity','rho3',
'g/cm^3, active matl density','I','mA/cm^2, cell current',
'gamma3','active material empty-site stoich factor','F',
'mC/mol, Faradays const','a13','1/cm, solid-solid contact
area per vol','D2','salt dius with tortuosity','fract4','small
particle','c3ref ','mol/cm^3, init solid conc','d','eps
tortuosity exponent for aij','eps1','carbon vol frac',
'Dsalt','cm^2/s, intrins liq dius coef ','alphac','alpha
cathodic','sig1int','mS/cm, intrins carbon conduc'
,'c2ref ','mol/cm^3, equil salt conc','c3max','mol/cm^3, max
solid conc','alphaa','alpha anodic','eps3','large particle
vol frac','fract1','mass frac carbon (dry basis)','sig3','mS/cm,
eec active matl conduc','rdouble','intrensice resistance
.014994','Lsep','cm, separator thickness','T','K, temperature'
,'Rvol13','kOhm-cm^3, solid-solid volumetric resist','eps4',
'small particle vol fract','io23','mA/cm^2, exchange current
dens','tplus','cation transference num','FRT','1/V','y3init','init
stoich coef where 0<y<1','cap3','mAh/g, active matl theor
capacity','eps2','liq vol frac (cath porosity)','fractdenave'
,'specic volume of dry cathode','Rsurf13','kOhm-cm^2, solid-solid
contact resist','epssol','solid vol frac in cathode','ioanode','mA/cm^2,
Li foil exch current dens','DL','articial double-layer term',
'rhoinert','g/cm^3, binder density','Lcath','cm, cath thickness','R1','cm,
radius of carbon partic','Crate','mA/cm^2, 1-hour discharge rate','R3'
,'cm, radius of active partic','to ','current-interrupt time','RTFt','V',
'rho1','g/cm^3, carbon density','D2sep','separator salt dius','n',
'electron stoich of rxn','sig3int','mS/cm, intrins active matl
conduc','sigavg','mS/cm, average solid conduc','fractinert','mass frac
binder (dry basis)','sig1','mS/cm, eec carbon conduc'};
xfem.descr = descr;
% Multiphysics
xfem=multiphysics(xfem);
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Appendix D. Computer Code for 3D
particle code which tested spreading
resistances
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-le % Generated by COMSOL
3.4 (COMSOL 3.4.0.248, $Date: 2007/10/10 16:07:51 $) %
Some geometry objects are stored in a separate le. % The name
of this le is given by the variable 'binaryle'.
clear fem
% COMSOL version clear vrsn vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.4';
vrsn.ext = ; vrsn.major = 0; vrsn.build = 248; vrsn.rcs =
'$Name: $'; vrsn.date = '$Date: 2007/10/10 16:07:51 $'; fem.version
= vrsn;
binaryle='3dmodel.mphm';
% Constants fem.const = {'F','96485.3', ... 'Rgas','8.3145', ...
'T','298.15', ... 'FRT','F/(Rgas*T)', ... 'io','0.489*100^2/1000', ...
'cref ','.024918*100^3', ... 'alphac','.5', ... 'alphaa','.5', ... 'cmax','
.049836*100^3', ... 'phi2','0', ... 'phicar','.05', ... 'sigint',
'0.00113*100/1000', ... 'I','2.805
*2', ... 'Ds','3E-11/100^2'};
% Geometry clear draw g12=binary('g12','draw',binaryle);
draw.s.objs = {g12}; draw.s.name = {'CO1'}; draw.s.tags =
{'g12'}; fem.draw = draw; fem.geom = geomcsg(fem);
% (Default values are not included)
% Application mode 1 clear appl appl.mode.class =
'ConductiveMediaDC'; appl.assignsux = '_dc'; clear bnd bnd.Jn
= {'-I','-ai'}; bnd.V0 = {3.9,0}; bnd.type = 'nJ'; bnd.ind =
[2,2,2,2,1,2,2,2,2]; appl.bnd = bnd; clear equ equ.init = 'U(c-cref )';
equ.sigma = 'sigint'; equ.alpha = 0.0039; equ.ind = [1]; appl.equ
= equ; fem.appl{1} = appl;
% Application mode 2 clear appl appl.mode.class = 'FlDiusion';
appl.assignsux = '_di'; clear prop prop.analysis='static'; clear
weakconstr weakconstr.value = 'o '; weakconstr.dim = {'lm2'};
prop.weakconstr = weakconstr; appl.prop = prop; clear bnd bnd.N
= {0,'-ai/F'}; bnd.type = {'N0','N'}; bnd.ind = [2,2,2,2,1,2,2,2,2];
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appl.bnd = bnd; clear equ equ.D = 'Ds'; equ.init = 'cref '; equ.ind
= [1]; appl.equ = equ; fem.appl{2} = appl; fem.border = 1;
fem.outform = 'general'; clear units; units.basesystem =
'SI'; fem.units = units;
% Subdomain settings clear equ equ.ind = [1]; equ.dim = {'V','c'};
% Subdomain expressions
equ.expr = {'ai','io*(c/cref )^alphac*abs(((cmax-c)/(cmax-cref ))^
alphaa)*(exp(alphaa*FRT
*(V-phi2-U(c-cref )*switch3))-exp(-alphac*FRT*(V-phi2-U(c-cref )
*switch3)))', ... 'switch3','0.5*(1+tanh(100*(0.475-(c-cref )/cmax
)))'}; fem.equ = equ;
% Functions clear fcns fcns{1}.type='inline'; fcns{1}.name=
'U(x)'; fcns{1}.expr='-32350*(x/100^3)^3 + 1961.7*(x/100^3)^2
- 40.953*(x/100^3) + 4.1865'; fcns{1}.dexpr={'di(-32350
*(x/100^3)^3 + 1961.7*(x/100^3)^2 - 40.953*(x/100^3) + 4.1865,x)'}
; fem.functions = fcns;
% Descriptions clear descr descr.const=
{'phi2','Volts','T','K, temperature','F','C/mol, Faradays const','Rgas'
,'C*V/mol*K, ideal gas const','Ds','m2/s','cref ','mol/cm^3','sigint',
'S/m intresit conductivity','FRT','1/V','phicar','Volts','cmax','mol/cm^3
, max solid conc','I','A/m2','io','A/m^2'}; fem.descr = descr;
% Multiphysics fem=multiphysics(fem);
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Appendix E. Figures showing 3D
particle model solutions
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Figure 7.1: Surface of reacting Lix CoO2 particle showing voltage after 100 seconds of
discharge.
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Figure 7.2: Geometry of 3D particle.
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Figure 7.3: Finite element mesh of 3D particle.
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Figure 7.4: Voltage after 10 seconds of discharge.
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Figure 7.5: Voltage after 100 seconds.
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Figure 7.6: Current ux in Lix CoO2 after 100 seconds of discharge.
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Figure 7.7: Concentration prole of lithium in Lix CoO2 after 10 seconds of discharge
.
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Figure 7.8: Concentration prole of lithium in Lix CoO2 after 100 seconds of discharge.
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Figure 7.9: Diusive ux of lithium in Lix CoO2 after 100 seconds of discharge.
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Appendix F. Maccor Test Schedule
Rest Step Time = 00:05:00 002 Voltage 0.01 3NNN Step Time 00:00:30
Do1
Advance Cycle
Charge Current 0.5C Voltage >= 4.0 005 Step Time 00:01:00 3NNN Voltage 0.05
Charge Voltage 4.0 Current <= 0.02C 006 Step Time 00:01:00 3NNN Voltage 0.05
Rest Step Time = 01:00:00 007 Step Time 00:01:00 3NNN Voltage 0.05
Discharge Current 0.5C Voltage <= 2.2 008 Step Time 00:01:00 3NNN Voltage
0.05
Rest Step Time = 01:00:00 009 Step Time 00:01:00 3NNN Voltage 0.05
Loop1 Loop Count = 4 010
Advance Cycle
Charge Current 0.5C Voltage >= 4.0 012 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:05:00
Charge Voltage 4.0 Current <= 0.02C 013 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:05:00
Rest Step Time = 01:00:00 014 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:05:00
Discharge Current 0.1C Voltage <= 2.2 015 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:01:00
Rest Step Time = 01:00:00 016 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:05:00
Charge Current 0.5C LHC-AHr >* 0.5 017 Voltage 0.05 3NNN Step Time 00:01:00
End
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